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Investment
News
Investor.ge
provides a
brief update
on investments
and changes
in government
policy that could
impact the business
environment. The
information in this
issue was taken
from agenda.ge,
a governmentsupported website,
and other
sources.

“Significant” Free-Trade Negotiation with
China Concludes
Free-trade negotiations with China have concluded, and the
two countries expect to sign a deal by the end of the year, according to the Prime Minister’s official website, gov.ge.
“This year, we expected to export around 2.5 million bottles
of wine to the Chinese market and according to the data gathered
during the first eight months [of this year], already 3.5 million
bottles of wine have been sold,” Prime Minister Giorgi Kvirikashvili said.
Zugdidi Technology park opens
Georgia’s Economy Minister Dimitry Kumsishvili opened
a new technology park in Georgia’s western city of Zugdidi on
October 3, agenda.ge reported.
Georgia ranks 5th for Economic Freedom
Georgia ranks 5th in terms of economic freedom, according
to the international think tank Fraser Institute’s 2016 data, gov.
ge has reported.
Georgia follows Hong Kong, Singapore, New Zealand and
Switzerland.
The First Wind Farm Construction Ends
Construction of the first wind power farm in the Caucasus is
complete, the Energy Development Fund of Georgia announced.
The plant, which consists of six turbines—each with a power
output of 3.45 MW—is located near Gori.
The wind farm cost $24,000,000 and was financed by the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD),
the Georgian Energy Development Fund and the Georgian Oil
and Gas Corporation.
$2.5 invested in Anaklia port construction
The Georgian government and Anaklia Development Consortium signed an investment agreement on October 3 to start
construction on the Anaklia deep water port. The construction will
be handled by the Dutch company Van Oord, and is scheduled
to start in spring 2017.
ruling party wins majority in parliament
The ruling Georgian Dream party has secured the majority of
the 77 parliament seats open to party list candidates, according to
the official vote as of October 10. Run-off elections, scheduled
for 51 out of 73 single mandate seats, could give the ruling party
a constitutional majority, according to Civil.ge website.
The opposition United National Movement is in second place.
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MCA Grants, Business Community to
Spend Over $19 Million on Vocational
Education
The Industry-led Skills and Workforce Development Project of
the Millennium Challenge Account – Georgia (MCA-Georgia)
has awarded grants to ten businesses and schools for new
vocational education courses.

T

en programs to educate a new
generation of workers across
Georgia have been awarded
grants by the Industry-led Skills and
Workforce Development Project (ISWD)
of the Millennium Challenge Account –
Georgia (MCA-Georgia).
“One of the major challenges facing
Georgian today is the level of technical
and vocational training. We know there
are talented young people looking for
good jobs, but we also hear from Georgian and international businesses that
they cannot find qualified people to fill
skilled jobs,” noted Nancy Lee, Deputy
Chief Executive Officer, Millennium
Challenge Corporation.
“To close that gap, MCC is supporting the Georgian Government’s efforts
to transform the technical and vocational
education system here into one that produces a highly competitive and qualified
workforce that meets the needs of businesses in Georgia.”
Grants worth a total of $12 million
from MCA-Georgia will finance education in maritime, engineering, tourism,
information technologies, aviation and
agriculture at the following schools:
Georgian Technical University; Batumi State Maritime Academy; Georgian
Aviation University; Georgian Institute
of Public Affairs; Georgian Mountain
Guide Association; Agriculture University of Georgia; Vocational College
Phazisi; Railway Transport College;
Community College Spektri; and Voca-
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tional College Tetnuldi.
The winning programs have also
pledged to invest an additional $7.6 million in their educational programs.
“On top of MCC’s own commitment,
the private companies are investing a
combined $7 million, a full 40 percent
of the combined total budget for this
activity to provide Georgians with the
skills they need to compete,” Lee said.
“This significant private sector cocontribution is a prime example of a
market-oriented focus to education. And
thanks to their commitments, we have a
real opportunity to keep skilled labor and
jobs in Georgia.”
Working with businesses to
educate new employees
The most innovative part of the program is that all grantees will work closely
with businesses “from start to finish to
ensure their programs meet industry’s
needs,” Lee said.
“These grantees and their partners
will be working in key growth sectors
such as tourism, agriculture, infrastructure, aviation and construction and they
will bring new approaches to job training
in Georgia,” she said.
“In total, our grantees will establish
27 new programs and bring 19 other
programs up to international standards.
Industries like tourism, transport and
energy will be developing occupational
standards that will set clear expectations
for employers and educators.”

The participating of industry partners
mean that vocational students will have
“unique opportunities for work-based
training that will give them critical,
hands-on experience even before they
launch into their new careers,” Lee said.
Grantees including Vocational College Tetnuldi, Georgian Mountain Guide
Associations, and Community College
Spektri will develop and roll out their
curriculum in partnership with internationally recognized firms like Cisco, the
Swiss Mountain Guide Association and
globally-recognized education company
Pearson.
In addition, industry partners like
BP and Georgian Railways are “actively
engaged in shaping these triple win programs – a win for the students, a win for
the companies that benefit from a better
trained labor force and a win for Georgian economy,” Lee said.
Focus on STEM, agriculture
and tourism
The ISWD program is funded under the second $140 million Compact
between the Millennium Challenge
Corporation (MCC) and the Government
of Georgia.
The program is an important part of
ISWD’s work to develop and improve
vocational education in Georgia, according to Magda Magradze, Chief Executive
Officer, Millennium Challenge Account
– Georgia.
“Program Improvement Competitive
Grants (PICG) was officially launched
in June 2015 with the aim to fund innovative, industry-driven proposals
for establishing new or expanding and
improving existing technical vocational
education and training (TVET) programs
that are aligned with industry demands,
meet labour market needs and incorporate modern work practices, particularly
in higher-level Science, Technology,
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Engineering and Math (STEM) areas,
Agriculture and Tourism,” Magradze
explained.
She noted that out of the 70 initial
concept papers, ten were selected following “a rigorous three-level evaluation
and selection stage and due diligence
process.”
The applications were also evaluated
by the independent Technical Evaluation
Panel and international experts.
One of the winners of PICG grants
scheme is Georgian Transport College,
established by JSC Georgian Railway,
Georgian Technical University and
Ministry of Education and Science of
Georgia. Georgian Railway is financially
contributing to the project.
“We conducted a labor market suradvertisement
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vey prior to applying for the grant. The
research demonstrated that there is no
institution in Georgia that is providing
high-quality vocational education in
railway sector. Only Georgian Technical
University is offering the course, but it
is not a vocational education provider
institution,” Akaki Saghirashvili said. He
noted that currently the demand for employees at the railway is four times higher
than the number of qualified cadre.
Georgian Mountain Guide Association is another grant recipient.
“Together with our partners, we have
established a public private partnership,
the Adventure Tourism School, which
will train adventure tourism and related
high-risk profession specialists. We will
provide labor market with international

quality specialists in the following areas:
Alpine Guide, Ski Guide, Mountain
Guide and Ski-Teachers,” noted David
Rakhviashvili, President of Georgian
Mountain Guide Association.
BP, together with the partnership
of Georgian Technical University, also
received a grant from MCC, which it
will use to develop a Georgian Technical Training Center, according to Tamila
Chantladze, the communications manager at BP. “This will be a special center
which will train technical workforce, not
only for our company but for everyone
who is in need of high-quality workforce,
particularly in technical areas,” she said.
“We strongly believe that highskilled workforce will undoubtedly
contribute to the Georgian economy.”

Georgia Reaching New EU
Markets Two Years After
EU Trade Deal
The Georgian business community and
government are celebrating modest
achievements two years into the country’s
Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area
(DCFTA) deal with the EU. There are, however,
high expectations of bigger, more tangible
benefits in the long term.
Maia Edilashvili

The Start of a Long Trip
he past two years have been a
starting point for a long trip,
said Mariam Gabunia, Head
of Department for Foreign Trade and
International Economic Relations at the
Ministry of Economy and Sustainable
Development.
Over the past 24 months, Georgian
products have been the most successful
in Eastern European markets, she said.
In 2015, for example, Georgian exports
to Poland grew by 184 percent.
Georgian companies are also finding
their niche farther west. For example,
there has been a 13 percent increase in
Georgian exports to Ireland.
Georgia signed its Association Agreement with the European Union, which
included the DCFTA, in June 2014. Put
into force on September 1 of the same
year, the DCFTA became the foundation
for a long-term reform agenda for the
government.
The trade deal creates opportunities
for various economic benefits, including
easier access to the EU’s 500-million-

T
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consumer single market—the largest in
the world—and zero customs duties for
9,600 varieties of products.
In pure numbers, the share of Georgian exports heading to EU countries
increased by four percent in 2015, even
as overall foreign trade declined, according to official figures. The main exports
driving the growth were a four percent
increase in walnut exports, a 40 percent
increase in the export of vegetables and
canned fruit, and a 104 percent increase
in the export of nitrogen fertilizers.
In addition to higher volumes of
exports to Poland and Ireland, Georgia
also increased its exports to the Netherlands by 35 percent, to Germany by 10
percent, and to Lithuania and Romania
by 5 percent each.
The increases do not indicate any major new markets for Georgian products,
as most of the Georgian products which
are relevant to the EU market were already covered by the EU General System
of Preferences (GSP+), noted Mariam
Zaldastanishvili, Research Associate at
the ISET Policy Institute, which is part
of the International School of Economics
at Tbilisi State University.
“Increasing capacities in new niche
products, such as wine, will require time.
However, Georgia’s trade with the EU is
still developing and there is potential for
further expansion,” Zaldastanishvili told
Investor.ge.
New Varieties to Make Way to
the EU’s Supermarket Shelves
The GSP+ program, which went into
force in 2005, means that there is no
tariff—or there is a reduced tariff—on
7,200 types of Georgian products. The
DCFTA has expanded the list and simplified the import of products of animal
origin.
However, due to the EU’s advanced
food safety system and agricultural

Over the past 24 months, Georgian
products have been the most successful
in Eastern European markets, she said. In
2015, for example, Georgian exports to
Poland grew by 184%.

practices, Georgia cannot meet
the requirements quickly and
the agriculture sector requires
constant reforms.
The Georgian government
says the reforms are being implemented over a 13-year period
so that new regulations will be
introduced stage by stage, and
will not be a heavy burden for producers.
“We are working hard to allow new
varieties on the EU markets,” Gabunia
told Investor.ge. “For example, I see it
as a success that after prioritizing honey
and fish, these two products now have a
chance to go there.” Georgian honey will
enter Europe “very soon,” once some
formal procedures are finalized, she said.
There are big hopes that Georgia

will have similar result for fish, as all
obligations have been fulfilled, she said,
adding “Now we are expecting a mission
to come and check the situation in the
fish industry.”
Putkara LLC, which unites up to
2,000 honey producers in Georgia and
claims to be the largest honey exporter
in the country, is focused primarily on
Asian markets, since quality requirements there are less strict, according to

the company’s director, Gocha
Tetruashvili.
“However, if we get a
chance to sell [honey] in EU
countries as well, that would
be great,” he told Investor.ge.
At the same time, he thinks
it will take two to three more
years for Georgian honey exporters to be ready for Europe.
“Europe has a high demand for highquality honey, and so far we cannot meet
that,” Tetruashvili said, explaining that
many farmers use certain pesticides for
their orchards and crops that are prohibited in Europe in honey production.
In the Soviet times, he recalled, beekeepers used to get notifications when
such chemicals were used by farmers

advertisement
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so that their bees would be kept inside
during those days. Now that these regulations are no longer in place, Tetruashvili
is relying on farmers becoming better
informed about this problem and hoping
that they will eventually change their
practices.
Another concern, he said, is that
“chestnut, acacia and other trees—from
which bees get nectar—are being cut
down in recent times in big quantities.”
Under the DCFTA, Georgia approved
a plan in 2015 to monitor the use of
antibiotics, as well as other veterinary
drugs and various polluters in the beekeeping field.
A special laboratory for checking
honey quality was opened.
When a Latvia-based laboratory

checked Georgian honey in 2013, they
found violations in 27 percent of the
samples; by 2015, that had decreased to
19 percent.
For Tetruashvili, Georgia’s inability
to provide a large and stable supply is another challenge. “Germany, for example,
asks for 20 tons of honey monthly, which
is impossible for us to provide,” he said.
Georgia produces approximately
4,000 tons of honey annually, and mainly
exports it to the United Arab Emirates,
Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Lebanon, China and
South Korea.
Last year, 5.4 tons of honey, worth
$54,000, was exported. Under the
DCFTA, Georgia can export up to 1,500
tons of honey annually to EU countries.
One solution for increasing Georgia’s
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honey supply is to create cooperatives
and to expand bee farms. The Ministry
of Agriculture is helping in this process,
Tetruashvili noted.
More EU Customers Buying
Georgian Wine
GSP+ did not cover a number of
products, including a very important
export item for Georgia—wine—so there
is the expectation that the DCFTA deal
will help wine sales to the EU.
During the first five months of 2016,
Georgia exported more than 15 million bottles of wine—an increase of 44
percent compared with a similar period
in 2015, according to National Wine of
Georgia, which is part of the Ministry of
Agriculture.

The increased volume
of exports included higher
numbers to traditional markets, China, and EU countries.
For example, wine exports
to Great Britain increased by
79 percent, sales to Lithuania
increased by 46 percent, and
there was a 31 percent increase
in wine exports to Germany.
Poland has been one of the top five
markets for Georgian wine exports this
year.
The country bought 30 percent more
bottles in the first five months of the
year—835,800 bottles—than in the same
period last year.
Giorgi Piradashvili, founder of the
wine company Winiveria, told Investor.
ge that exporting to the EU has become
easier.
However, he added that he does not
expect any quick, drastic changes. “We
have to grow up, gain more experience
and [growth] will come,” he believes.
Half of Winiverisa’s production is
exported. In addition to Russia, Ukraine,
China and other destinations, the company exports wine to a number of the
EU countries, including Italy, Spain,
France, the Baltic countries, and—this
year—Great Britain. Last year, the
company’s sales came to 1,400,000 lari
(approximately $607,000).

the quality and standards of their
product and services, expand their
businesses and gain access to new
markets.
The first project under this
facility, for example, allowed the
EBRD, along with TBC Bank,
to provide a 1.9 million euro
loan to Georgia’s local broadcast
operator Stereo+ Ltd, to support
the switch from analog to digital broadcasting through a risk-sharing facility.
The EBRD and EU introduced smalland medium-sized enterprises in Georgia
to the new facility implemented by the
Bank of Georgia through credit lines on
September 21. This project supports the
modernization of local SMEs in accordance with AA/DCFTA requirements.
The EU, according to the EBRD’s
regional office in Tbilisi, will provide
interested SMEs with investment incen-

In pure numbers, the share of Georgian
exports heading to EU countries
increased by four percent in 2015,
even as overall foreign trade declined,
according to official figures.

DCFTA Facility in Support of
Local SMEs
Experts believe that more should be
done to educate Georgian producers—especially small- and medium-sized enterprises—about the DCFTA requirements,
and the timetable for when which rules
need to be implemented.
“For example, there has been a lack
of communication regarding the requirements for small- and medium-sized
enterprises, and as a result, some agricul-

tural producers and food processors are
likely to incur significant compliancerelated costs,” Zaldastanishvili said, adding that even if properly communicated,
there is a chance that small- and mediumsized enterprises and smallholders will
not be able to fully comply with DCFTA
measures.
“Exempting certain sectors from
EU regulations might be a way to go.
However, this may harm larger producers operating in the same sectors,”
Zaldastanishvili said. “The government
should consider these
sector-specific trade-offs
before proceeding with
the implementation of
the requirements,” she
suggested.
One additional benefit
from the DCFTA has been
the creation of the DCFTA
Facility for SMEs, under
the management of the
EU and the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD). This regional initiative is aimed
at mobilizing a 150 million euro grant to
unlock around 1.5 billion euros in investments in the small- and medium-sized
business sectors in Georgia, Moldova
and Ukraine.
The initiative allows SMEs access
to financing, including direct lending or
loans through local partner banks.
Also, it provides the necessary
know-how for entrepreneurs to increase

Experts believe that more should be
done to educate Georgian producers—
especially small- and medium-sized
enterprises—about the DCFTA
requirements, and the timetable
for when which rules need to be
implemented.
tives of up to 15 percent, as well as free
advisory services from international
experts.
The loans will be in local currency,
and they will have a maturity of up to
five years, with a two-year grace period.
The package also includes support
for investment in new technologies
and equipment. Other local banks will
join the facility soon, the EBRD has
announced.
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TBC Bank Consolidates Position in
London, at Home
In September, TBC Bank upgraded to the premium segment on the London
Stock Exchange and announced its plans to buy out Bank Republic.

Sally White

T

he City of London is bemused—
how can a tiny country like
Georgia support three companies
large enough to be quoted on its premier
stock market?! Yet it is, with TBC Bank
joining the ranks of Bank of Georgia and
Georgia Healthcare to have its shares
listed there. Startled it may have been,
but the City welcomed TBC’s debut on
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August 10 by rapidly moving up its share
price, taking it from the debut 1,105p to
1,270p in about one and a half months.
TBC is, of course, no stranger to
the City, as it has had a presence on the
London market for two years, although
on the international section, not the main
market. An indication of how much the
City liked TBC’s move was its lack of
concern when, a few weeks later, the
bank showed it was going to waste no

time in using its acquired status, issuing
its new shares to help pay for a major
deal. Rather than see this as diluting
future earnings per share—a key investment metric—it welcomed the news as
adding to TBC’s earnings potential, as
transformational and by easing share
dealing.
Bullish Response to New Deal
There was good reason for the en-

thusiasm. TBC is using its new shares
to help enact its growth strategy. It announced a deal with Societe General
(SocGen) to acquire its 93.4 percent
stake in its Georgian subsidiary, Bank
Republic (and, added for good measure,
the purchase of tiny Progress Bank assets
and liabilities). TBC is reportedly paying
around GEL 315 million for Bank Republic, 70 percent in cash and 30 percent
in newly issued shares.
Scheduled to be complete by the end
of the year, the acquisition will make
TBC Georgia’s largest bank in terms of
loans (increasing these by 7.3 percent, to
33.7 percent) and deposits (raising them
by 5.3 percent to 34.5 percent).
International investment bank analysts—including UBS, the Swiss-based
global finance group; U.S. multinational
investment group Citi; the investment
arms of Russia’s Sberbank and VTB
Capital; and London broker Peel Hunt—
have been bullish about the deal.
Strong Second-Quarter
Results
Finally, TBC has established a good
record, having delivered a 21 percent
return on capital last year. 2016’s expectation-beating second-quarter financial
results, announced a few weeks before
the Bank Republic deal, made the mood
even more upbeat.
TBC’s main shareholders have
continued to support the bank, including London’s major investment group
Schroders (6 percent) and Sweden-based
investment boutique Dunross (6 percent).
At the moment, the majority of the
shares are still held by the founders, associates and management (32.8 percent)
and international financial institutions:
European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (12.3 percent), the World
Bank’s investment arm, the International
Finance Corporation, (6.2 percent).

Telling Its Story to the
World’s Capital Markets
However, new shareholdings are also
expected with the closing of the deal
for Bank Republic and as TBC tells its
story to the world’s capital markets. It
has embarked on a series of road shows.
The international institutions are likely
to reduce their stakes, making still more
available.
So far, the story has gone down
well. Comment from London, New
York and other financial centers highlights the business opportunities arising
from Georgia’s auspicious economic
background. Cyclical improvement is
coming from tourism growth and stable
remittances, boosted by tax cuts, lower
interest rates and improving outlooks in
trade partners Russia and Turkey. Peel
Hunt likes Georgia’s stable currency and
low inflation rate.
All seem to take for granted benefits
flowing from Georgia’s increasing links
to Europe. None see any prospect of TBC
following Bank of Georgia to diversify
into non-banking areas.
Opportunities for new banking business, particularly retail rather than corporate, where bank penetration is much
higher, are seen as substantial. There is
currently relatively low use of financial
services among Georgian consumers,
says Keefe, Bruyette & Woods (KBW),
seeing scope for 20 percent retail credit
growth, giving 15 percent loan growth
overall.
“There is upside to retail banking
growth if banks’ initiatives to develop
the credit card market toward payment
system vs. current ‘loan product’ succeed”, it comments. Adding that a Turkey
read-across “suggests 2.5-11 percent
upside in bank profits.”
A few cautions
Of course, the analysts do have a

few cautions, which include geopolitical risks, foreign capital flows and high
dollarization in the banking system,
though the latter is easing a little.
Caution within Georgia itself tends to
center on whether fees will rise as this
consolidation reduces competition. As it
is, Georgian banks have the highest net
interest margins of EMEA (Europe, the
Middle East and Africa) banks, according to KBW. KBW assumes no cuts, but
sees fee income increases coming from
TBC’s rising share of a growing market
and wider credit card use.
Are there more M&As in the pipeline? Announcing the acquisition TBC’s
CEO, Vakhtang Butskhrikidze, described
it as “a major step forward in TBC’s ambition to build the leading banking group
in Georgia and the broader Caucasus
region.” However, at this stage anyway,
it seems that this does not mean steps
outside of Georgia.
For now, TBC sees plenty of scope
at home focusing “on the mortgage and
consumer-lending segments, complemented by an attractive product offering for large multinationals operating
in Georgia.” KBW points out that the
development of local syndicated loan
and capital markets is still to come, as
the country intends to become a hub in
financial services for the whole region.
Now the City is waiting for Georgia’s next listing. Not another bank, but
it could hardly be lost on the brokers,
bankers and fund managers attending
London’s May Georgia Investor Day , organized by London multinational finance
group Barclays, that the speakers had
come to London with a purpose. Among
them, Georgian Oil & Gas Corporation
and Georgian Railways have already issued corporate bonds in London. Other
speakers were from Silknet, Silk Road,
and Wissol — a good menu of the Georgian economy.
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Georgia’s External
Debt: An Analysis
Economist
Aleqsandre Bluashvili
maps out Georgia’s
external debt,
including the higher
risk short term
liabilities (19 percent
of the total external
debt) and the role of
dollarization.
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External debt of Georgia: a
big picture
eorgia’s external debt is currently $14.6 billion, $430 million less compared to the end
of 2015.
As of the first quarter in 2016, the
larger borrowers were the government
(31 percent of the total external debt of
$4.5 billion), followed by private companies ($3.1 billion, or 21.5 percent of
total debt) and commercial banks ($3 bn
or 20.5 percent of total debt).
External debt (even if high) is not
necessarily a bad thing: access to foreign
funds allows firms and the government
to expand production or invest in infrastructure, which increases the productive

G

capacity of the economy as a whole.
A simple cost-benefit analysis can be
used to determine if additional borrowing
can be justified: if projects financed by
external borrowing will yield rewards
worth more than the interest to be repaid
in the future, the debt is viewed as sustainable over the longer term.
That means foreign borrowing goes
into the productive sectors that will be
able to generate enough exports of goods/
services or substitute imports to reduce
the current account deficit of Georgia
and allow repayment of external debt in
the future.
For countries like Georgia, several
additional risk factors should also be
taken into account. As Georgia cannot
borrow in its own currency (with some
exceptions), there is an exchange rate
risk that comes with the external funds.
During periods of lari depreciation, there
may be questions regarding the solvency
of private companies or government.
That makes intercompany lending in
the form of FDI the least problematic part
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of Georgia’s external debt portfolio. With
this kind of borrowing, the country pays
dividends instead of some predefined
repayments, which removes the risk of
defaulting on foreign debt. This type of
borrowing makes up around 16 percent
of Georgia’s total external debt.
Short term liabilities = higher
risk
The term structure for external debt is
another important factor in the sustainability of foreign debt.
For instance, short-term liabilities
are a high-risk form of external debt. A
large share of short-term liabilities - debt
with a contractual maturity of less than
one year - in total external debt indicates
that domestic borrowers rely heavily
on “hot money” inflows to finance the
investments/operations.
This type of foreign financing usually
dries up fastest in times of economic
crises, and during such crises it becomes
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harder for domestic borrowers to roll
over short-term liabilities, which may
eventually lead to series of defaults.
In 2015, short term liabilities were
around 19 percent of Georgia’s total
external debt or around $2 billion in
absolute terms. A closer look at debt
numbers show that short term public
external debt is only two percent of the
total, while private companies (26 percent) and commercial banks (47 percent)
have a relatively large share of shortterm external liabilities in total external
borrowings. It should be mentioned that
a high share of short-term external debt
of commercial banks is driven by nonresident deposits, which are classified as
short-term regardless the actual maturity
dates of the deposits.
Role of lari depreciation in
public debt
As of the first quarter of 2016, the
public debt to GDP ratio of Georgia stood

at 40.9 percent, 2 percentage points higher than the previous year. Despite being
still well below the 60 percent threshold
defined in the “Economic Liberty Act
of Georgia”, lari depreciation against
the dollar in 2015 resulted in a sharp
jump of foreign public debt levels (from
26.6 percent in 2014 to 32.4 percent in
2015). The depreciation of the lari also
increased interest rate expenditures for
the state budget, from 3.2 percent of current expenditures in 2014 to 4 percent in
2015 and 4.7 percent in H1 2016.
“Despite the increase of the public
debt to GDP ratio compared to 2014,
this indicator is projected to decline
over 2016 to 2019, according to Basic
Data and Directions (BDD), which will
positively influence the sustainability of
the public debt,” said Ioseb Skhirtladze,
the head of external debt management
division at the Ministry of Finance, in an
e-mail interview with Investor.ge. “As of
August 2016, the external public debt to

GDP ratio went down to 29.8 percent,” he added.
Around 65 percent of the foreign public debt of Georgia is
on concessional terms from multilateral organizations, which
keeps the weighted average interest rate of external debt portfolio of the government below 2 percent, which means servicing this debt is less problematic for the Georgian state budget.
“We expect access to concessional funding to continue over
the medium term; over the longer run, interest rates on foreign
borrowing will be subject to the macroeconomic indicators of
the country,” Skhirtladze said.
Concessional loan agreements with the World Bank, the
Asian Development Bank, the Japan International Cooperation
Agency, and others enable Georgia to invests in infrastructure
and number of regional development projects. Without the support of these organizations, the government would have not been
able to finance large scale construction projects (construction
of the East-West Highway, for example), which are crucial to
increase the long-term economic growth in the country.
The Georgian government receives two types of external
funding: targeted funding, which is linked to particular projects
and the disbursement of foreign funds depend on how successfully government implements those projects; and budget support
funds, which are conditional only on general macroeconomic
indicators and the government is free to decide where these
funds are directed. The share of budget support funds in total
external borrowing jumped up sharply in 2014, while share of
external financing targeted for various infrastructure projects
declined. This trend might create the risk that foreign borrowing is used to finance current spending, like paying wages of
public servants, which usually does not have long term benefits
for the country and raises questions regarding the sustainability
of the external debt.
“Budget revenues exceeded current spending by more than
1bn lari in 2015, consequently budget support loans were also
directed for different investment and infrastructural projects,”
explained Eka Guntsadze, the head of budget planning division at MOF in an e-mail interview with Investor.ge. “Budget
support loans are used just as efficiently as targeted funding,
which implies that a higher share of borrowing for budget support should not create any doubts on the sustainability of the
external debt of the country.”
Aleqsandre Bluashvili currently works as a macroeconomist at TBC bank, Georgia, covering macro environment that
bank has to operate in. Previously Aleqsandre worked in the
National Bank of Georgia, monetary policy division. He holds
master’s degree in economics from the International School
of Economics (ISET) at Tbilisi State University.

Dollarization and
External Debt
In the context of analyzing external debt levels
and the sustainability of foreign debt of the country,
it is important to look at the general health of the
economy. Advanced economies usually have
higher debt/GDP ratios compared to developing
countries, and there are fewer questions regarding
the sustainability of the foreign debt of economies
like the USA or Japan as opposed to the foreign debt
of emerging economies.
Emerging economies are usually seen as higher
risk, due to the structural weaknesses that exist in
these countries’ economies. A high share of dollar
loans and deposits in the total loan and deposit
portfolio of commercial banks in Georgia is one
of the factors that adds to the riskiness of the
country. This, in turn, influences the interest rates that
Georgian companies pay for their external debt.
All things being equal, low dollarization would imply
an economy that is more resilient to exchange-rate
shocks and, consequently, fewer concerns regarding
the sustainability of foreign debt in periods of
domestic or external economic distress.
65 percent of loans issued by commercial banks
were in dollars, as of August 1 of this year. Only 41
percent were short-term loans, which are mostly
intended for consumer purchases, while the rest of
the loan portfolio is 70 percent dollarized.
Looking at historical trends, the dollarization of
the domestic financial sector has been steadily
decreasing, from above 80 percent before 2005
to around 65 percent in 2016. This trend is mostly
driven by broad macroeconomic stability and lower
inflation, which has helped restore the public’s trust
in the lari, and allows banks to extend lending in the
national currency.
In addition to broader policies aimed at
promoting the country’s overall economic stability,
the National Bank of Georgia also incentivizes lari
saving and lending through a variety of measures.
Their most recent step was to increase the reserve
requirements for dollar funding in commercial banks
from 15 percent to 20 percent.
The pension reform planned for next year is also
a step forward in this regard, as it will create longterm resources in the national currency that will allow
banks to offer long-term lari loans at lower interest
rates.
Overall, the experience of different countries
shows that the de-dollarization of the financial sector
is a long-term process and can only be achieved by
maintaining low inflation, a prudent fiscal position
and transparent institutions over an extended period
of time.
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New Changes Shake Up
Accounting Profession
in Georgia
Andrew Coxshall, KPMG

F

rom June 2016 onward, a new
law closely approximating EU
legislation requirements is highly
regulating the accounting and auditing
profession in Georgia. Considering that
before the new Law on Accounting, Reporting and Auditing came into effect,
Georgia had one of the least regulated
accounting/auditing professions in the
world, this is a huge change. These
changes are partly a result of Georgia
signing the Association Agreement with
the EU and partly a result of the World
Bank project to improve the financial
reporting, accounting and auditing en-

vironment in Georgia.
“All very interesting,” I hear you say,
“But why is this of interest to me as a
business owner/CEO?” Well, one other
aspect of the new law is that it introduces
sweeping changes for the preparation,
auditing and filing of the financial statements of all companies in Georgia.
Key Changes:
For the year ending 31 December
2017, all Medium and Large Entities
(see the table below for their definitions),
along with what are known as Public Interest Entities (PIEs) will need to prepare
their financial statements in accordance
with International Financial Reporting

Standards (IFRS) or IFRS for SMEs.
These financial statements must be
audited (in accordance with International
Auditing Standards).
In addition, these financial statements
will need to be filed and published on a
website.
The last point will be of concern to
many businesses, as this website will be
open to the public, and hence, anyone
will be able to access the information,
see what profit a company made and also
see the financial position of that business.
For Small and Very Small Entities,
there are less onerous requirements that
come into effect for the year ending 31
December 2018. The table below summarizes the new requirements, and the
notes following explain some of the
specific nuances.
The Challenge for Businesses
For many medium-sized businesses
the big challenge will be to prepare their
financial statements in accordance with

Size of entity

Basis of
accounting

Total value
of assets
GEL

Revenue
GEL

Average
number of
staff

File
accounts by
1 October

Audit

Management
Report**

Effective
from 31/12

Very small

Special rules

< 1m

< 2m

<10

✓

*

-

2018

Small

IFRS/IFRS for
SME

>1m
<10m

> 2m
< 20m

>10
<50

✓

*

-

2018

Medium

IFRS/IFRS for
SME

>10m
<50m

>20m
<100m

>50
<250

✓

✓

A

2017

Large

IFRS

>50m

>100m

>250

✓

✓

A

2017

PIE

IFRS

N/A

N/A

N/A

✓

✓

A, B, C

2017

Entities are categorized as very small, small, medium or large based on whether they fulfill two out of the three criteria above. So if a company has assets
of GEL 30 million, revenue of GEL 5 million and 200 employees, then this entity would be classified as Mediumbecause it meets two of the three criteria.
*exempt unless covered by other legislation
** Management report- effective from 1 January 2018
A – Review of entity’s activities
B – Corporate Governance Statement - only needed if shares are listed on the stock exchange
C – Non-financial report - only needed for those PIEs which meet the Large criteria and have more than 500 employees.
PIEs – these are basically the following: Companies that are listed on the stock exchange; banks, insurance companies, micro-finance organizations and
credit unions; non-state pension schemes; investment funds; and other entities defined as PIE by the Government.
Obviously, many of the above businesses already prepare IFRS financial statements and have them audited, but some do not (particularly those listed
on the stock exchange and Investment Funds).
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IFRS or IFRS for SMEs. The full text
of the current version of IFRS runs to
several thousand pages and can be very
complex and difficult to implement for
the first time. The average set of IFRS financial statements for a normal company
in Georgia runs to about 40 pages (most
of which are taken up with detailed note
disclosures). IFRS for SMEs is essentially a slimmed-down version of IFRS.
However, their use in Georgia is almost
non-existent, as most businesses that currently have an audit do so because they
are obliged to (e.g. banks and insurance
companies) or because lenders or investors demand audited financial statements,
and the former mandate IFRS, and the
latter want to see the full version of IFRS
being used.
Time to Get Ready?
31 December 2017 may seem like a
long way off, but to transition properly
to IFRS, businesses will need to start
the process now. A “full set” of IFRS
financial statements are required to be
prepared and audited for the year ending
31 December 2017.
A full set means the current year and
the comparative (prior) year. Thus the
figures for the year endimg 31 December
2016 (which will be comparative figures
for the year ending 31 December 2017)
will also need to be prepared in accordance with IFRS.
For companies that have previously
not prepared their financial statements
under IFRS, this means that they will
need to comply with IFRS 1: First time
adoption of IFRS. This could entail getting property, plant and equipment (PPE)
valued to determine what is known as the
deemed cost. Also, for auditors to be able
to give a “clean” opinion on the 2017
financial statements, they will probably
have to carry out procedures on the 2016
figures (especially if a company has a lot

of PPE and/or inventory). So this means
that many companies will need to start
the process of preparing IFRS financial
statements and getting them audited in
2016.
Part of a Bigger Plan?
Although the process to approximate
Georgia’s auditing and accounting law
with EU requirements started several
years ago, the timing of this law now
seems to be part of a bigger plan by the
Government. The introduction of the
Estonian Tax model (with effect from
1 January 2017) effectively does away
with the annual corporate profit tax
return and hence the need to keep “tax”
books. Hence, the tax authorities will
have less idea of the revenues and profits
that companies are generating. However,
if more businesses must have an audit
this will give the tax authorities some
comfort that the figures being reported
in the monthly declarations are reasonable. Whether or not the tax authorities
make use of these audit reports remains
to be seen. In addition, under the new tax
model, the moment of taxation is basically shifted from when profits are earned
to when they are distributed (usually as
dividends). Although the tax legislation
is not clear, the implication is that the
amount that could be distributed is based
on the profit available for distribution in
accordance with IFRS/IFRS for SMEs.
The Challenges for the
Accounting and Auditing
Profession
One of the issues that was raised by
the accounting and auditing profession
when the new law was being drafted was
the lack of suitably qualified professional
resources to either prepare or audit the
financial statements as required under
the new law. So simply finding enough
competent people to prepare financial

statements in accordance with IFRS/
IFRS for SMEs could be a real challenge
in the next few years.
Another major issue that caused concern during the drafting of the legislation
amongst the biggest audit and accounting firms (known globally as “The Big
Four”) was the level of quality control
the small audit and accounting firms
exercised. The new law tackles this issue by setting up a proper registration,
certification and quality-control process
for all auditors. Although this part of the
law will take several years to take full
effect, the overall outcome is expected
to be an increase in the general level of
quality, since those firms that do not have
the right systems and processes in place
will not be permitted to carry out audits.
Short-Term Costs but LongerTerm Benefits
So, in the short term, companies will
have to invest in getting their financial
statements prepared and audited. Medium-term investments will be needed in
systems, training and processes to ensure
companies can prepare their financial
statements in accordance with IFRS.
However, larger companies should expect, or even demand, a decrease in the
cost of borrowing, as lenders will have
audited financial statements on which
to rely when making their lending and
pricing decisions. For other stakeholders,
these changes should result in greater
transparency, as more information, such
as ownership (and ultimate beneficial
ownership), profitability, tax paid, directors’ remuneration, etc., becomes available to the public.
Overall, this is a lot of change to deal
with in a short period of time, but change
that should ultimately lead to improvements in audit quality, transparency, reliability of financial statements and lower
borrowing costs.
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Start-Up Georgia:
Government funding innovation

Over 700 entrepreneurs and investors from around
the country - and abroad - competed for government
financing and the chance to present their ideas to investors
from Silicon Valley.
Lika Jorjoliani

F

rom a new take on old-fashioned
toys to inexpensive prosthetics,
Georgian investors are pushing
the envelope on science, art and innovation in a bid to win the support of Silicon
Valley investors.
The “Georgian Ministry of Economy
and Sustainable Development’s Innovation and Technology Agency, together
with the state-funded Partnership Fund,
has launched a campaign to help aspiring entrepreneurs gain access to start-up
capital and use it to finance new innovations, according to Irakli Kashibadze, the
Head of the Innovation and Technology
Agency.
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The program received 11 million lari
in financing from the Partnership Fund,
plus an additional 24 million lari from
the government, he said.
Over a six-week period this summer,
726 ideas were submitted, including 56
from Georgians residing abroad. A special commission, which included a panel
made up of prominent IT companies
from Silicon Valley, selected 50 finalists.
The group went through five days of
training with experts from organizations
and companies like MDI & Associates,
NSI, Bay Area, FutureLab Consulting,
and Next Generation Ventures. The finalists presented their projects to venture
investors from Silicon Valley on August
24-26, and the top 20 were selected to

continue to the next stage.
The 20 teams have each been paired
up with a mentor, a foreign expert with
experience who will help the team prepare to present their projects to investors
in Silicon Valley.
Archil Sakuvarishvili, 21, a physics
student, is one of the finalists. He heads
a team of five students who created the
Helping Hand project.
“The aim of the project is to create a
high tech and inexpensive upper-extremity prosthesis. Our team is improving the
project to pass to a new stage and present
it to investors in Silicon Valley,” he said.
“One upper-extremity prosthesis unit
costs us $1,200. At the present time, there
are several companies selling such prostheses on the Georgian market. They cost
a minimum of $3,000. Some companies
import the upper-extremity prosthesis
made with the technologies used by our
team, but we are the first in the South
Caucasus to make them.”
The team has received 100,000 lari
from the startup fund to work on their
project and Sakuvarishvili said they
plan to manufacture a test model “in the
near future.”

AME NDME NTS TO THE L AW OF GE OR GIA ON CONF L ICT OF
INTERES TS AND CORRUPTION IN PUBL IC S ERVICE
To the attention of all entrepreneurs at public service, we remind you
that from 1January 2017 onwards, new regulations come into effect. The
amendments to the Law of Georgia on Conflict of Interests and
Corruption in Public Service were introduced as early as 27 October
2015. However, it is from the beginning of 2017 that public servants will
no longer be allowed to carry out entrepreneurial activities and may only
hold stocks or shares in enterprises under the property assignment
agreement – a Georgian analogy of trust. If pursuant to the former
regulation, officials were precluded from holding any managerial
position in any enterprise or own shares in the entities they controlled or
supervised, now the limitations go even further - officials may no longer
engage in any decision making in the company, not even on a
shareholder level.
AMENDMENTS TO THE TAX CODE ARE UNDERWAY
On 23 June 2016 a bill of amendments to the Tax Code of Georgia was
introduced to the Parliament. If at all adopted by the Parliament, the
amendment will be effective from 1 January 2017 and allow the entities
to pay out the utility charges, salaries, lease payments and other
expenditures essential for company's uninterrupted operation from an
arrested bank account. Amendments further concern the simplified rule
of writing off the inventory destroyed or lost due to force majeure event
as well as VAT exemption of residents and nonresidents providing
carriage/container car services inside/outside the Georgian borders.
IMPORTANT COURT INTERPRETATION OF DOCUMENT PRODUCTION
DURING TAX INS PECTION
Recently published decision of the Tbilisi Court of Appeals dated 11 May
2016 sheds some lights on the right of the Revenue Service to obtain
documents from the taxpayer during the tax inspection. The court
highlighted that accounting documents must be made available to the
Revenue Service even if the taxpayer has a non-disclosure arrangement
over such documents or the information includes confidential data.
Revenue Service carries the duty to keep such information confidential.
IMPORTANT APPEL L ATE COURT INTERPRETATION REGARDING THE
EL ECTRONIC AUCTION
On 3 August 2016, Tbilisi Court of Appeals published a landmark
decision regarding the offer made by the private individual in electronic
auction. The court established that putting up the property for sale in the

electronic auction constitutes merely an invitation to treat and, as such,
does not bind the seller to sell the property to the winner of the auction.
In such setting, the winner's proposal to buy counts as an offer, pending
seller's acceptance.
ICC S TANDARD ARBITRATION CL AUS E MAY NO L ONGER REPRES ENT
A BINDING AGREEMENT TO ARBITRATE
As recently brought to the attention of practicing lawyers and scholars,
the decision of Batumi City Court of 25 November 2015 questions the
binding nature of ICC standard arbitration clause under the laws of
Georgia. The court examined the validity of the standard ICC arbitration
clause under the Arbitration Law of Georgia and the Civil Procedures
Code of Georgia and concluded that an agreement to arbitrate under the
rules of a particular arbitration institution, without naming the institution
itself, does not constitute a valid agreement to arbitrate. Arguable
enough, the decision undermines the validity of not only the ICC model
arbitration clause but also those of the other famous arbitration
institutions s uch as L CIA, SCC or VIAC where no reference is made to
the actual institute administering the case but rather to the arbitration
rules thereof.
NEW APPROACH OF THE S UPREME COURT ON THE S TATUTE OF
L IMITATION IN L ABOUR DIS PUTES
On 29 June 2016, the Supreme Court of Georgia delivered an important
judgment regarding the term for challenging a dismissal by an
employee. The Court clarified that if the employer fails to provide
reasoning for dismissal to the employee in writing within 7 days at the
employee's request or otherwise, the statute of limitation of any claim of
the employee regarding the lawfulness of the dismissal shall be
extended from 30 days to 3 years. We highly recommend to all our
clients to issue substantiated reasoning for dismissal to the employees
promptly upon dismissal and thus limit the risk of being sued to only 30
days.
S ETTING S TANDAR D FOR R ES PONS IB L E J OUR NAL IS M – NEW
DEVEL OPMENTS ON THE TBC DEFAMATION CAS E
BLC Law Office together with Kordadze Law Firm announces yet
another successful outcome on a defamation case. On 9 September
2016, Tbilisi Court of Appeals rendered its decision on the case of TBC
Bank and Mr. Mamuka Khazaradze against the local newspaper AsavalDasavali and its journalists. The Appeals Court upheld the decision of the
Tbilisi City Court and ruled in favor of TBC Bank and Mr. Mamuka
Khazaradze ordering the newspaper to reject false and defamatory
statements disseminated by the latter and pay compensation for moral
and reputational damage totaling to GEL 6,000. The decision continues
the trend set by the Supreme Court of Georgia and the European Court
of Human Rights on defamation cases and bears vital importance for
development of responsible journalism in Georgia.

New Form of Funding
Natia Turnava, a Deputy Executive
Director of the Georgian Partnership
Fund, told Investor.ge the program has
provided a way for the government to
fund start-ups, which are normally seen
as a risky investment.
She noted that because the fund usually works with large companies, they
created StartUp Georgia to implement
this funding program.
Funding for the program’s projects
varies from 15,000 to 100,000 lari.
The funding mechanism also allows
for private investors to help finance startups, and includes a contribution from a
given idea’s authors.
“A maximum sum for the participation of the author of a project is 10 percent of the project’s total cost. The author
of a project has a right to purchase his or
advertisement
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her share in the project on preferential
terms in the future. The maximum payback period is up to ten years,” she said.
Vazha Menabde, the director of the
company StartUp Georgia, noted that
funding is particularly problematic for
start-ups, since they are seen as being
too risky for commercial banks.
He said that this funding program
has already encouraged more Georgian
start-ups. “We have begun holding freeof-charge seminars for creators of startups. Local experts will hold trainings to
discuss financial issues, marketing, and
how to develop business plans.”
From Agriculture to Parking
Submissions included ideas for agriculture and the production of chemical
fertilizers, in addition to IT innovations,
the Innovation and Technology Agency’s

Kashibadze said.
There were proposals for manufacturing apple chips, a device to help park
cars, and toys for children with special
needs, to name a few.
Innovation is taking hold in Georgia,
he said – and the trend is already making
a difference in how Georgia is viewed
internationally.
“Georgia has gained nine places and
ranks the 64th in the Global Innovation
Index. This is a very good fact, as Georgia has entered a list of countries that
are rapidly developing in the sphere of
innovations,” he said.
“The current report considers innovative policies oriented toward economic
growth and development. These are
indexes for 2015, and I am sure the 2016
index will show will show Georgia has
made considerable progress.”

Connecting the Caucasus:
The Transcaucasian
Trail Association
A new project seeks to build hiking trails
from the Black Sea to the Caspian Sea.
Joseph Larsen

I

t took the Russian Empire nearly
a century to build the Georgian
Military Highway, the 212-kilometer road that cuts through the Greater
Caucasus Mountains to connect Tbilisi
and the Russian city of Vladikavkaz. The
winding, alpine road was finally finished
in 1863, but only at great financial
and human cost. Transportation is
much better a century and a half
later. Still, a group of hikers based
in the South Caucasus think there’s
ample room for improvement.
The Transcaucasian Trail Association is a group of hiking enthusiasts based in Washington, DC, and
their vision is a network of trails to
take intrepid hikers from the Black Sea
to the shores of the Caspian, crossing
mountains and several borders—political
and natural—along the way. Most of the
group’s members have ties to the South
Caucasus. For co-founder Paul Stephens,
it all started when he came to Georgia as
a U.S. Peace Corps volunteer in 2005.
“I did a lot of hiking, even though there
wasn’t a lot of infrastructure,” he recalls.
A turning point was time he spent in
Svaneti and Racha in 2012. He observed
a lot of untapped potential, so he and
other like-minded hikers, including cofounder Jeff Haack, decided to get to
work building up the infrastructure.

The Transcaucasian Trail project
is ambitious and will take years to
complete, cost millions of dollars, and
depend on the dedication of countless
volunteers. Trail construction began
this summer, when the association built
a number of trails in Western Svaneti,
one of Georgia’s wildest and most
beautiful regions. For Stephens and his

“It went really well, way better than
I had even hoped,” says Stephens. “Next
year we want to scale up times four:
Racha, Southern Georgia, and Eastern
Georgia.” They also plan to build trails
linking Georgia and Armenia. Expanding
the project will require more funding,
however. A recent profile by The Guardian estimated that between $3-5 million
will be required over the life of the project. Fortunately, they have a plan. “We
raised $25,000 this year. We’re aiming
for a lot more next year. We’re trying to
raise roughly $200,000 for 2017.”
Of the $25,000 raised in 2016, a
large chunk, roughly €3,000, came from
Gebrüder Weiss, the association’s sole
corporate sponsor. The Austrian logistics
company learned of the project through a
personal meeting between its owner and
a member of the association. According
to Gebrüder Weiss’s Managing Director in Georgia, Alexander Kharlamov, they’re optimistic about the
project’s success. “We believe that
it’s going to work”, he told Investor.
ge. “It’s a nice connection between
Georgia, Armenia, and the North
Caucasus . . . More tourism, more
income, more investment, more
infrastructure, and more friendship
between our countries.”
Corporate sponsorships can take
years to secure, so Stephens and company are also turning to crowdfunding
to raise the necessary capital. Last year
they ran two separate campaigns with
Indiegogo, a popular flexible-funding
platform. The first campaign was devoted
to raising money to scope out suitable
trail locations. That raised $4,165 from
46 donors. A second, larger campaign
raised money to actually build the trails
in Svaneti; that one brought in just over
$10,000. The money came “all, really,
from international donors—a lot from
the U.S., people who know about Geor-

Trail construction began this
summer, when the association built
a number of trails in Western
Svaneti, one of Georgia’s wildest
and most beautiful regions.
associates, it was the natural place to
start. “Svaneti gets lots of visitors. Tourism has really taken off. There’s very
little infrastructure, though,” Stephens
explained. That started to change this
summer, when more than 20 volunteers
spent eight weeks scouting, marking,
clearing brush, building river crossings
and, in Stephens’s words, “having a good
time.” Thanks to their hard work, there’s
now a 100-km connection from Chuberi
to Mestia that can be crossed in three to
four days. They also improved existing
trails between Mestia and Ushguli, and
that stretch can now be made in roughly
the same amount of time.
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“It went really well, way better
than I had even hoped,” says
Stephens. “Next year we want to
scale up times four: Racha, Southern
Georgia, and Eastern Georgia.”

gia, who have lived or worked
here,” according to Stephens. The
Association’s remaining funding
comes from the capital of its board
members and fees provided by its
volunteers.
Most of the Transcaucasian
Trail Association’s financial support currently comes from outside
the region, but Stephens is optimistic that
more Georgians, Armenians, and Azerbaijanis will take interest as its profile
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gets bigger. He also sees enthusiasm for
the project show itself in non-financial
ways. For example, community engagement initiatives in Svaneti found local

residents to be very positive about
the Transcaucasian Trail. After all,
it’s intended for their benefit as
much as that of hikers. For The
Transcaucasian Trail Association,
the goal is to bring diverse groups
of people together to experience
and conserve the region’s natural
beauty: “The more people see the
region, the more they’ll take an interest in
these areas, in preserving and protecting
them,” Stephens said.

Doing Georgia
Right
Even on a Budget
Georgia is attracting
a growing number
of travelers who are
using technology
and word-of-month
to see the country’s
wonders on a shoestring budget.
Joseph Larsen

Her agency offers an all-inclusive seven-night package for
$800 per person and a shorter, four-night package for $500 per
person. They serve mostly upper-middle-class clientele, but
Sarycheva finds that Russian visitors usually want a budgetfriendly experience: “The most popular [accommodation] is
city hotels in the Old Town for $60 per night per room. Hostels
are also very popular among individual budget travelers—from
$10 per night in a dormitory.”
Where are the other tourists coming from? And what are
they coming for? More than 60,000 Israelis have come so far in
2016, a 59 percent spike from a year ago. That’s to say nothing
of Iranians, who are coming in droves now that the Georgian
government is allowing visa-free travel again. Even arrivals
from France topped 10,000 for the first time in 2015.
Tourists come from all over, but the bulk are still bound for
Tbilisi and Batumi. According to a report by Colliers International, the two cities contained roughly 57 percent of Georgia’s
16,786 hotel rooms in 2014. And hotels still account for nearly
two-thirds of the country’s total accommodation units. This
August, Tbilisi unveiled the Biltmore, a massive, luxury hotel
advertisement
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hings move quickly in Georgia. Tbilisi is a hotbed for
startups. And the skyline in Batumi is continually being
transformed by new construction.
Some things stay constant, however. People are optimistic,
food is fantastic, and hospitality is always a priority, even in bad
times. It’s partly due to those things that Georgians have become
accustomed to something else, too: a steadily growing number
of incoming tourists. Arrivals grew from fewer than 560,000 in
2005 to 5.9 million in 2015, according to the Georgian National
Tourism Administration. Nearly 4.25 million foreigners came to
Georgia during the first eight months of 2016, which is primed
to set a new record.
Budget Destination
Russia is the largest source of tourists; more than 700,000
have come to Georgia so far this year. And Georgia’s popularity
isn’t just because of historical ties and its abundance of Russian
speakers. “Georgia is cheaper compared to Europe, especially
restaurants, hostels and hotels . . . Because of the ruble’s weakness compared to the euro, trips to Europe, Spain, Italy, France,
and the Czech Republic, have become too expensive for Russians,” according to Oksana Sarycheva, a Tbilisi resident who
works for a Moscow-based travel agency.
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with an average single-room rate of 930
lari per night. Kazbegi is another popular
spot and is home to the famous Rooms
Hotel. But don’t be fooled. The country
is full of small hostels and family-run
guesthouses where rooms can be rented
at rock-bottom rates.
Sofi Bokuchava’s family rents a number of guesthouses out of their home in
the Abanotubani neighborhood of Tbilisi.
They have options ranging from 40 to
180 lari per night— “We’re definitely a
cheaper choice for budget travelers,” she
says. Travelers can find their place on
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Airbnb.com and Booking.com, but some
simply walk in. “Taxi drivers take them
here. They often recommend our place.”
In Bokuchava’s view, Georgia has also
benefitted from Turkey’s recent political
instability and its complex relationship
with Russia. “It’s so much safer to be
in Georgia than in Turkey . . . It’s [also]
cheaper.” That has helped bring in Russian tourists, many of whom preferred
Turkey in past years. She said of their
ten units, Russian guests are currently
staying in eight of them.
Georgia is getting more attention

from Western Europe as well. Steef
Van Gorkum, a Dutch citizen, recently
visited Georgia with three friends. They
were impressed with the culture, natural
beauty, and pristine hiking trails. As he
told Investor.ge, affordability was also a
plus: “There’s plenty of great stuff to see
for a relatively low cost. And it’s probably possible to do it even cheaper than
we did; we insisted on having our own
car, and an apartment for just the four of
us, but if you would go in hostels and
take public transportation, it could be
done even cheaper.”

Shopping
Saburtalo
Saburtalo is an oftmaligned residential
neighborhood
in central Tbilisi,
regularly cursed
for its traffic and
plethora of Sovietera apartment
blocks. But the area
is more than just
a conduit between
Vake and Dighomi –
Investor.ge unlocks
Saburtalo’s hidden
secrets for great
shopping and
dining.

M

any expats living in Georgia
have grown accustomed
to traveling home with an
empty suitcase, only to pack it full with
everything they cannot purchase here
when they make the trip back to Tbilisi.
But slowly the city is turning into a
real shopping paradise, where finding
real 100% cotton T-shirts, genuine American street styles, affordable designs or
simply real Aquafresh toothpaste, is no
longer a daunting task.
While the city’s two largest malls
– Tbilisi Mall and East Point – have become the go-to places to shop, there are
great bargains for adventurous shoppers
in nearly every neighborhood in the city.
Over the next few issues, Investor.ge
will take you on an insider’s tour of retail
therapy around the city.
Our first destination is the central
residential neighborhood of Saburtalo.
Famous for its universities, traffic and
seas of Soviet-era apartment blocks,
Saburtalo has long suffered under the
shadow of Vake.
But great deals await for those who
brave the traffic and explore Saburtalo’s
main avenues – Pekin, Kazbegi, and
Vazha Pshavela—as well as the smaller
streets that make up one of the city’s
most vibrant and diverse neighborhoods.
Retail therapy
I was walking on Saburtalo district
with my dog when I spotted “The American Market” (Kazbegi 32).
From the outside, it looked like
one of those random shampoo-andtoothpaste shops. But, to my surprise,
I discovered that it sold everything we
miss from America, apart from food, of
course: Vavoom shampoos, dresses from
Talbots, cutlery, tableware, bedding and
shoes. Prices start from under one GEL
for various items, including hygiene and
cleaning products.

The Pink Panther Jeans
Retail clothing outlets have been
mushrooming on Pekini Street for the
past several years, and now include
NEXT, New LOOK and many others.
But where can you go if you and your
daughter adore funky fashion? Glamour
Boutique, located at 6 Pekini Street, is a
small two-room paradise for those who
like torn jeans, pearl necklaces, net tops
and sparkling shoes. The place is not for
the faint hearted, but shopping here won’t
break your bank as your daughter—or
you—seek out original, stylish designs.
You will keep people guessing just how
much that original designer Pink Panther
jacket cost.
A Bite to Eat
Saburtalo has long been associated
with McDonalds’ at the Sports Palace.
While that can hit the spot at times, the
neighborhood has a lot more to offer for
foodies of all sorts.
Strada (7 Sandro Euli Street) is justifiably famous for its waffle breakfasts
and delicious entrees. The restaurant
staff is friendly, with crayons and paper
on hand for the kiddos while you wait
for your food. There is a no-smoking
section inside.
Gia’s Acharuli Khachapuri (2 Gamrekeli) is one of the best places in town
for Acharuli khachapuri. Service is
quick, and you can watch the chef make
your order through a special glass window. Take notes—the khachapuri is so
good, you will want to make it at home.
Literaturi Cafe (31 Pekin) is the original location of this great Tbilisi chain. A
good spot to buy books (they have a small
selection of English-language books, as
well as Georgian and Russian)—and to
pick up one of their homemade cakes or
signature lobiani.
Shua Kalaki (90 Vazha Pshavela) is
a neighborhood favorite for khinkali, and
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8000 Vintages

is especially well-known for the kalakuri
version.
8000 Vintages (26 Tsintsadze – previously known as Saburtalo Street) is a
wine shop and bar that offers a new twist
on wine selection: every vintage on offer
was chosen via a blind taste test by an
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independent tasting committee.
Cheese House (20a Kazbegi) is a
one-stop shop for artisan and traditional
Georgian cheeses.
Assorti (22 Pekin; 86a Nutsubidze)
is a Georgian bakery and cake shop with
cafes across the city. There are two in Sa-

burtalo, where they sell their trademark
cakes and salads. Even if you don’t have
a sweet tooth, it is worth checking out the
store front on Pekin - a treat for the eyes
and the imagination.
Happy Shopping!

Student archaeologists at the site, Grakliani Hill

Uncovering the Ancient Secrets
of Grakliani Hill
A finding at an archeology dig east of Tbilisi has completely
changed the history of the Georgian alphabet.

A

Nino Bakradze

finding at an archeology dig
east of Tbilisi has completely
changed the history of writing
in Georgia.
Georgian archaeologists found the
script, which dates back to 11th or 10th

century BC, about a year ago on Grakliani Hill, east of Tbilisi.
An Ancient, Advanced
Society
The hill, one of the oldest inhabited
areas excavated by archaeologists in the

Kaspi region, in eastern Georgia, was
the home of an ancient, wealthy society
3,000 years ago, according to Vakhtang
Licheli, the head of the archeology expedition at the site.
He said the society that lived on the
site was advanced, and worked with iron
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Reconstructed view of room

and steel. The people were also believed
to be talented farmers who produced
enough wheat to export it to neighboring
settlements.
“Almost in every room that we have
explored are stone hand mills, which they
used to grind their wheat. Wheat culture
at Grakliani Hill’s city was at a very high
level. We have found pots with remnants
of wheat meal,” Licheli said.
He added that, based on the 300
graves that have been discovered in the
area, the people lived well.
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“Once, we found the grave of a young
woman who was buried with gold and
silver necklaces and with a small glass
vessel filled with mascara. At this time,
they would have imported mascara from
the territory of present-day Iran, so this
means they must have had money to buy
some fancy stuff too,” Licheli said.
One of the biggest discoveries, however, has been of a writing script.
An Unknown Alphabet
The characters were found on the

site of an old temple, and at first Licheli
thought it was writing from the 7th century BC, but it turned out to be even older:
Miami-based Beta Analytic, the world’s
largest professional radiocarbon-dating
laboratory, determined the script was
written in the 11th or 10th century BC.
This makes it the oldest writing ever
to be found in the region – and the oldest
alphabet in the Caucasus.
The script contains several symbols;
most of them bear a resemblance to
different alphabets active at that time,

Ritualistic oven used for fire-worship

like Greek and Aramaic. One symbol is
totally unique, however, and does not
exist in any yet-known alphabets, Licheli
told Investor.ge.
Currently, the script, which could
change the way scientists believe writing
was developed, is at the site covered by
a piece of fabric to protect it from the
elements and is awaiting further analysis.
Uncovered by Modern
Construction
Archeologists became interested in

the site in 2008, when it was uncovered
during highway construction.
Licheli, the head of Archaeology
Faculty at Tbilisi State University, started
exploring the hill with a group of young
archeologists. The majority of that group
are students, who continue to find artifacts every week. They have uncovered
ancient toys, pottery and a 5th-century
altar, among other items.
Over the past eight years, just one to
two percent of the hill has been investigated, Licheli said. He noted that 50

years of exploration could be necessary
for archeologists to discover all that
Grakliani Hill has to tell them.
Ancient Surgery, Religion
So far, the archeologists working on
the site – which include specialists from
Georgia, as well as the U.S. and Europe –
have discovered the city was inhabited by
fire worshipers and was probably abandoned after Georgia adopted Christianity
in the 4th century AD.
People moved to a neighboring
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Vessels founded on the site

village, Samtavisi, where they built an
Orthodox Church.
Scientists have also discovered that
the average life expectancy for a citizen
of Grakliani Hill was between 40 and
50 years. In addition, the people who
lived there used to suffer from tumors
and they had the ability to perform some
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complicated surgeries, such trepanation.
A member of the team found a man’s
skull with a hole – and evidence that he
survived the surgery, Licheli said.
A Museum on a Hill
By the end of 2017, Grakliani Hill
will have a new museum, planned for

a site just below the hill, according to
Nika Antidze, the head of The National
Agency for Cultural Heritage Preservation of Georgia. The Agency has allocated 300,000 lari for the museum, which
will exhibit all the artifacts (currently
stored in different museums) that have
been found at Grakliani Hill since 2008.
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Sarah Williamson Reflects on Four
Years as AmCham Georgia President
In November Sarah
Williamson will
finish her second
and last term
as President of
AmCham Georgia.

Over the past four years, Ms Williamson has overseen membership growth,
helped to launch the Investor Council,
launched a new outreach to Capitol Hill
in Washington and nurtured stronger ties
with Georgian policy makers. Most of
all, she notes, AmCham has continued
developing and improving the business
environment for its members and the wider
investor community.

Investor.ge spoke
with her about
the Chamber’s
accomplishments
during her two
terms as president.

AmCham as a Major Player
on Policy Issues
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Ms Williamson explained that AmCham has always engaged with the
government on the important business
and economic reforms of the day. In the
last few years, she explains, they have
been particularly effective. “In summary”,
she says, “When it comes to business and
economic issues in Georgia, AmCham’s

input is taken very seriously at all levels of
government.”
“This is the result”, she explains, “of
many years of productive engagement.”
“Our engagement with government
is always focused on helping to ensure
that we help to achieve the greatest improvement in the business and economic
environment. We are apolitical and professional. We undertake our own research
on new legislation as well as utilizing our
large network to gain expert opinions on
any proposed changes. As a result, the
government knows that engaging with
us is a useful way of helping to avoid any
negative unintended consequences from
new legislation,” she says.
“Central to this has been the effectiveness of our committees and our role
on the Investor Council. AmCham has
seven active committees which provide

NEWS
hundreds of hours of pro-bono support to
the Chamber’s engagement on a wide
range of issues.”
In 2015, she says, AmCham also helped
to form the Investor Council. The Council
is chaired by the Prime Minister and combines the major business associations, the
IFIs (like EBRD, the World Bank and ADB)
and the Georgian Government Economic
Team. This provides a context for meeting
directly with the Prime Minister and the
Government Economic team every 6-8
weeks, and is followed by working group
discussions to ensure that agreements are
implemented.
”We have certainly been one of the
main drivers of the Investor Council, and
it provides a great venue for ensuring
that decisions are made at the highest
level and that these decisions are put into
practice,” Ms Williamson says.
How can the success of all of this work
be measured? Ms Williamson argues that
the clearest indication of success is the
Chamber’s growth in membership, in
membership support and it’s impact on
key laws.
“Just since 2012 we have engaged
directly on the labor code, to ensure that
Georgia’s commitments under the Association Agreement are consistent with
a continued good business environment.
After the first version of changes to the immigration law created such problems, we
worked with the government to change
it. We have also worked with the government on issues from land ownership to eminent domain, banking law to tax reform.”
“One clear example is the Estonian tax
model that the government is planning to
implement, which will only tax dispersed
corporate income,” she said. “We are fans
of this planned reform, as it will encourage
investment and growth.
However, the government originally
planned to implement the change in the
middle of the tax year. After talking to
tax and legal experts in our membership,
it became clear that this law would be
complex and challenging to implement
and that initiating it in the middle of the
year could create major challenges for
business. Therefore we consulted with the
government on this issue and they quickly
agreed to delay the launch and implement it at the beginning of 2017.”
“Following this positive result, we also
helped to design a tax project to ensure
that the implementation would occur as

smoothly as possible and we are currently
working to make sure that the business sector always receives the latest information
on how the implementation is unfolding,
and is kept up-to-date on any changes.
As a result we are extremely optimistic
that the implementation of this great new
system will occur with as little disruption to
businesses as possible.”

Washington outreach

In the last four years, AmCham has
taken two delegations of senior Georgianbased US-business leaders to Washington.
These groups met with US Congress Representatives, Senators and aides, as well
as State Department, NSA, the Office of
the US Trade Representative and US Commerce Department.
“The point of these meetings, and the
engagement with Congressional Delegations in Georgia that have happened
in-between, is to give US legislators and
government officials an apolitical view
from US business people living in Georgia”.
“I am really proud of our Washington
trips. I think we saw direct impact on the
Hill that resulted from us providing a direct
ground truth, let’s say, from Americans and
American investors about what is going on
in Georgia,” she says.
“The Representatives themselves
have, on many occasions, expressed
their gratitude for the perspective that
we provide and many of them have
visited Georgia following our meetings.
Most tangibly, on our trip last spring, we
were able to help get a House Resolution
passed. House Resolution 660, restating
the US’s support for Georgia’s territorial
integrity, was stuck in committee when
we arrived in Washington, but as a result
of our meetings, the Georgia Caucus
were able to get enough signatures to
take it to the floor, where it passed, almost
unanimously, in September. That was a
very proud moment.”

200 members and counting

The Chamber has grown steadily over
the years, and is the biggest international
business association in the country. This
growth has been particularly strong in the
last two years.
“I am proud of how I am leaving
AmCham. Our increased membership
over the last couple of years reflects the
success of the organization in providing a
productive and enjoyable environment

for connecting members, and our effectiveness in pursuing a pro-business public
policy agenda,” she explains.
A key part of that success, she stresses,
is the AmCham team itself.
“There are so many people active in
AmCham. So many people working hard,”
she says.
“Many on the Board of AmCham
put in so much time. It really is incredible,
given that they are some of the most
senior business people in the country. I
am so grateful to Vice President Michael
Cowgill and Vice President/Treasurer Irakli
Baidashvili. These guys are always there
when AmCham needs them. They give a
ton of time and input and do a fantastic
job for AmCham. ”
“The AmCham staff team is also
incredible and I love working with all of
them. They seem to effortlessly combine
the serious public policy work that we
undertake with the networking and social
aspects.
Because, it also important to remember, that we have a lot of fun! People
may join AmCham to help develop their
businesses and to widen their professional
networks, but after so many years, we really enjoy our events as an opportunity to
keep up with old friends. “
“Our whole team is great, but I especially want to mention and thank
AmCham Executive Director, Dr. George
Welton,” she adds.
“George does a fabulous job of coordinating the member needs and input,
the Board, the Staff and the quality control
of the work AmCham does. He a wealth
of knowledge in his own right, and knows
better than anyone else I’ve ever worked
with how to find the best possible input for
whatever discussion we are involved in. I
honestly believe that one of my biggest
accomplishments as president was bringing him on board when our previous, and
also great, ED retired. He made me a better president and the Chamber a stronger,
more professional organization.”
But what does Ms Williamson see for
the future?
“To me, the great thing about AmCham is that the institution is not based
on any one personality. Its been a great
four years and I really think that we are
now incredibly well placed to ensure that
the next president can build on our success, to do even better. That is what I am
hoping for.”
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Turkish Ambassador Meets AmCham Members

AmCham Georgia hosted a Members’ only luncheon with
Mr. Zeki Levent Gumrukcu, the Ambassador of the Republic of
Turkey to Georgia on September 28, at Tbilisi Marriott Hotel.
The ambassador spoke about Turkish-Georgian relations
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and recent political-economic developments in Turkey. He also
underlined the importance of solidarity of Turkey’s friends and
strategic partnership with Georgia. The presentation was followed by a lively Q+A between members and the ambassador.
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Minister of Education and Science Meets AmCham
Education Sub-Committee

Representatives of AmCham Georgia
member universities and other educational institutions met with the Minister
of Education and Science Aleksandre

Jejelava on July 22. Several issues were
discussed during the meeting, including bringing international students to
Georgia and fair competition among the

private and public universities. The minister actively discussed possible solutions
for the problems that were presented at
the meeting.

Attracting Foreign Students: A study by PMCG
Georgia has the potential to tap into
the billion-dollar industry of educating
international students, according to a
recent survey by PMCG.
Over a one month period from July
to August 2016, PMCG conducted more
than 30 in-depth expert interview with
representatives of higher educational
institutions and other stakeholders to assess the existing policy on international
students in the Georgian higher education
system, and the main factors that assist
or hinder the process of attracting more
students to the country.
“Georgia has achieved a certain level
of development and can offer the international education market a potentially
interesting product from which it can
benefit economically and in other ways,”
according to Ana Zhvania, a researcher at
PMC Research and an education expert.
Countries around the world are developing their higher education systems
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to attract international students. PMCG
found that, for example, last year the US
earned more than $30.5 billion from its
974,926 foreign students – and created
373,000 working places.
In Switzerland a student annually
spends about €19,500, in Poland €4,800,
in Spain €9,000, in Holland €11,400.
In 2011 in Germany 160,702 foreign
students have spent €1.531 billion on
non-educational expenses (US$2.09
billion), created €400 million fiscal revenues (each of the students contributed
about €2,500 to the state budget, helping
to create 22,000 new working places).
In Georgia, 6,643 were foreign students studied in higher education in the
2015-16 academic year, and they paid
an average of $3,000 in tuition, plus an
addition $3,000 a piece.
The country has the potential to
attract more students, according to the
study, if Georgia takes the necessary

steps, including:
Optimization of accreditation and
authorization systems, and their integration into international systems
Management decentralization
and increasing universities’ autonomy
Internationalization of academic
staff
Development of students’ accommodation program
Development of individual scholarships for students and researchers
Issuance of joint diplomas together with foreign educational
institutions
The study was conducted by PMC
Research, as part of the project “Policy
Research for Sustainable Economic
Development”, with the support of the
Konrad Adenauer Foundation. For more
information, please visit www.pmcg.ge
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AmCham Hosts
Dinner for
U.S. Trade
Delegation
AmCham hosted a dinner
reception for a U.S. Trade Delegation
and AmCham Board members on
September 13 at the Vinotel Hotel
Restaurant. The reception was
attended by AmCham President Sarah
Williamson, members of the AmCham
Board and members of the Delegation,
which included representatives of
eight different U.S. companies, the
U.S. State Department and DC local
government.
Vinotel organized a small tour of
the wine cellars of the hotel for the
guests. The guests sampled a special
selection of Georgian wines and
traditional dishes.

U.S. Ambassador Meets with AmCham Members
AmCham hosted a monthly roundtable
meeting at Tbilisi Marriot Hotel on
September 21. U.S. Ambassador
to Georgia Ian C. Kelly provided
a frank overview of Georgian,
U.S. and international politics that
included discussion of the Georgian
parliamentary election, as well as
Georgian economic, judicial and
political reforms and U.S. efforts to
enhance those reforms.

U.S. Ambassador to Georgia Ian C. Kelly, AmCham President Sarah Williamson,
AmCham Executive Director, Dr. George Welton

The presentation was followed by
dynamic Q&A session between
AmCham members and the
Ambassador.
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BP Supports
Georgian Technical
Training Centre
Georgian Technical Training Centre
(GTTC), aimed at developing 21st century
workforce, was awarded with program
improvement competitive grant, announced under the $16 million Industry-led
Skills and Workforce Development project
of the Millennium Challenge Account –
Georgia (MCA).
BP on behalf of its oil and gas coventurers and in partnership with the
Georgian Technical University (GTU) will
establish GTTC, based on EU standards
of vocational education for technical
disciplines. GTTC will prepare mechanical, electrical (high & low voltage) and
instrument technicians, as well as process
operators, to the international standards.
The award ceremony, held by MCC
on 27 September, revealed 10 winners,
including BP-supported GTTC, to fulfil development projects in the fields of science,
technology, engineering, math, tourism
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and agriculture development in Georgia.
The ceremony was attended by Alexandre Jejelava, the Minister of Education and Science of Georgia, Ian Kelly,
US Ambassador to Georgia, Nancy Lee,
MCC Deputy CEO, and other honourable guests. The speakers underlined the
importance of the projects’ role in closing
the skills gap existing between employers
and labour market and thanked the organizations and institutions involved in the
projects for their contribution in the future
economic development of Georgia.
BP and GTU will join the efforts to establish the vocational education centre
from the scratch. Among numerous deliverables, the project scope encompasses
design and refurbishment of the building,
which will accommodate the GTTC; defining the curricula and course outlines;
equipping the GTTC’s labs, workshops,
class-rooms, offices and other facilities;
implementing the e-learning centre, etc.
The total cost of the GTTC project is
USD 6,777,297; out of which MCC grant is
USD 2,362,910.
BP’s contribution includes USD 600 000
in cash, plus in-kind contribution. GTU’s
contribution includes provision of the training facility, its renovation funds (through
State financing) and administrative support (in cash).

GTTC will welcome its first intake
of about 120 students in autumn 2017.
Trainings will last for 2 academic years.
GTTC will offer its students 2 categories
of certification: the National degree of
Georgian „Diploma of vocational training“
in relevant disciplines, and International
degree of German „Facharbeiter“ (highlyskilled worker).
Gia Gvaladze, External Affairs Manager for BP in Georgia - ‘It fills us with
pride to be the initiators and supporters
of the Georgian Technical Training Centre
(GTTC) – the project for developing highlyskilled technical professionals in Georgia.
By educating technicians in the selected
disciplines and bringing them up to the
international level, the GTTC will have
a significant impact not only on those
companies that will recruit this trained
workforce, but also on country’s economy
as a whole’.
GTTC is another project in BP Georgia’s
social development project portfolio,
aimed at improving Georgia’s future. It
is the project we all should be proud of.

Paralympics

BP Georgia athlete ambassador Zviad
Gogotchuri became the first Georgian to
win a gold medal at the Rio 2016 Paralympic Games. Zviad won the medal in
the 90kg judo competition, defeating
Ukrainian Oleksandr Nazarenko in the final.
Zviad’s gold medal is the first won by
a Georgian athlete in the Paralympic
Games.
Before going to Rio, Zviad felt optimistic about the Games: “I have realistic
chances to win the gold medal in Rio for
my homeland and go down in history as
the first Georgian Paralympic champion. I
will not spare myself to make this a reality,
and I hope there will be no bumps in my
road toward this goal,” Zviad said.
In 2016 Georgia was represented by
five athletes at the Summer Paralympic
Games in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, two
of whom were BP ambassadors: Zviad
Gogochuri, Judo (BP ambassador); Lika
Chachibaia, Swimming; Irma Khetsuriani,
Fencing (BP ambassador); Akaki Jincharadze, Powerlifting; and Vano Tsiklauri,
Archery.
BP has been the official partner of
Georgia Paralympic Committee since
2012, supporting the development of
individual athletes as well as Paralympic
sports in Georgia.
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100 million USD investment
project of Heidelbergcement
- Upgrade of the Heidelbergcement Kaspi Cement Plant is launched

On September 27th, the groundbreaking ceremony of the USD100 million
investment project of Heidelbergcement
Caucasus – upgrade of the Kaspi Cement
Plant to the modern Dry Line method of
clinker production was held in Heidelbergcement Plant, Kaspi, Georgia.
The investment project calls for full
modernization of Heidelbergcement
Kaspi plant and construction of clinker
production dry line. The project will further ensure the highest standards of the
production process and will result in its
greater efficiency. Apart from introducing new technologies, it will contribute to
Georgia’s economy through improved
trade balance and better environmental
management of the local nature.
The groundbreaking ceremony was
attended by the Prime Minister of Georgia,
Mr. George Kvirikashvili, the Minister of
Economy of Georgia, Dimitry Kumsishvili,
the Ambassador of Germany in Georgia,
Dr. Heike Peitsch, Heidelbergcement
Group Director of Northern and Eastern
Europe-Central Asia and Member of the
Managing Board - Dr. Albert Scheuer, the
General Director of Heidelbergcement
Caucasus, Mr. Michael Hampel, who
made special welcoming speeches on
this occasion.
General Director of Heidelbergcement
Caucasus welcomed the guests and
made short overview of the company’s
success story in Georgia: “Heidelbergce-

ment Group stepped into Georgia 10
years ago in 2006 – therefore 2016 is an
anniversary year for us. This are 10 years
dedicated work to develop the Georgian
operations into a modern and performing
company and 10 years of permanent
improvement of the manufacturing facilities and continuing qualification of our
Georgian workforce.”
“The Heidelbergcement Group is looking forward helping the state of Georgia
in its biggest challenges for the next years:
Developing the infrastructure: ports, highways, tunnels and bridges and Developing
the huge potential of Hydro power technology. For both things cement is a basic
factor and Heidelbergcement Caucasus
will make sure that Georgia will never be
dependent on imports of this key product.”
– stated Mr. Hampel.
“With the new dry line in Kaspi, clinker
capacity will be increased by more than
1 million ton of clinker, which will serve our
own plants and also our external clinker
customers. The project will guarantee
high quality standard products at lowest
energy consumption and costs. The new
dry line will set new standards in terms of
green technology application not only
in Georgia, but also worldwide. All gases
of the kiln will be cleaned in highly efficient bag houses. The kiln will have the
lowest possible heat consumption and
is prepared to fire maximum amount of
alternative fuels. Raw meal and coal

are exclusively milled in vertical mills with
minimum electrical energy consumption.
This will enable the company to produce
its products at minimum environmental
damage and will set a new benchmark
in the industry”, said Dr. Albert Scheuer.
The Prime Minister congratulated the
company with the 10 Year Anniversary
and with the new investment project: “It is
important that Heidelbergcement - a German DAX company and one of the world’s
leading building materials producer further
expands production and makes huge
investments in Georgia”, the said PM and
wished success to the Heidelbergcement.
German Ambassador to Georgia Dr.
Heike Peitsch talked about huge potential
for development of Georgia-Germany
economic relations. The Investments
made by Heidelbergcement signifies
huge confidence in the country. German
logistics companies are also interested
in making investments in Georgia, the
Ambassador said. The upgrade and development of the Georgian business of
Heidelbergcement Caucasus will take
place between 2016 and 2018.

About Heidelbergcement

Heidelbergcement Caucasus is the
Georgian subsidiary of Heidelbergcement
Group and the market leader for cement
in Georgia. Heidelbergcement Group
is one of the world’s largest integrated
manufacturers of building materials with
leading market positions in aggregates,
cement, and ready-mixed concrete as
well as other downstream activities. The
company employs 63,000 people at more
than 3000 production sites in around 60
countries on five continents.
Heidelbergcement started business
in Georgia in 2006. After ten years of
continuous development of the business,
the Georgian subsidiary Heidelbergcement Caucasus currently operates three
integrated cement plants (Kaspi and
Rustavi), a cement grinding facility in Poti
and a cement terminal at the Black Sea
coast. The cement production capacity
exceeds 2 million tons of high quality cement annually.
The cement business is supported
by a strong network of 12 ready-mixed
concrete plants that produce more than
670.000m³ concrete per year. Sand and
aggregates for the concrete is partly supplied by two own aggregate pits in Batumi
and Tbilisi.
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BGI Legal wins landmark case on
behalf of Coca-Cola Bottlers Georgia
BGI Legal has just won
a landmark case on behalf of Coca-Cola Bottlers Georgia, the largest
bottler and distributor of
soft drinks in Georgia.
The Supreme Court of
Georgia granted BGI’s
application to refuse
recognition and enforcement of a foreign arbitral
award rendered by an
ad hoc tribunal seated
in London.
The Supreme Court
ruled that the arbitration
award was not subject to
recognition and enforcement under the 1958
New York Convention
on the Recognition and
Enforcement of Foreign
Arbitral Awards on the
grounds that the award
contained decisions
on matters beyond the
scope of the submission
to arbitration.
“The ruling of the Supreme Court of Georgia
proves that the courts
of Georgia are ready
to apply international
standards to recognition and enforcement
of foreign arbitral awards
and follow best practices
in this field”, says Sandro
Bibilashvili who led BGI’s
team to this success. “We
believe that this decision
will serve as a guideline
for practitioners and increase the level of certainty for parties seeking
enforcement of arbitration awards”, noted Mr.
Bibilashvili.
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new members

MyGPS
Corp B

Rentals LLC
Corp B

MyGPS being a pioneer in Georgia for vehicle fleet management systems since 2007 introduced fuel consumption measuring
solutions and software development to Georgian Market. The
company has expanded its activities to cover railway dispatching and monitoring solutions, remote control of melioration and
irrigation systems, municipal transport management solutions, fuel
consumption and routing optimization systems.
After 3 years of intensive R&D, in 2015 MyGPS introduced
LED outdoor lighting system of its own technological design and
launched its production in Georgia under the brand MLED. The
company uses LEDs form American company CREE, which has
tested MLED products and due to its impressive results and reliability, authorized MyGPS to use CREE LEDs band on its products
or promotional activities.
MyGPS has already installed hundreds of LED lightings in several municipalities throughout Georgia and is in the negotiations
with governmental offices to advocate for full replacement of old
inefficient lighting solutions with breakthrough technology that
can save tens of millions of public resources. MyGPS is exploring
the opportunities to start exporting MLED lightings to US market.
mygps.ge

Rentals LLC is a specially designed real estate agency to focus
on residential and commercial rentals. Although the company is
relatively newly established (2009) it already has a sound track
of success and even more important- a great number of loyal
corporate and individual clientele. Rentals LLC is one of the most
recallable companies among the expat society based in Tbilisi.
The company closely cooperates with the majority of Embassies
and International missions accredited in Georgia.
reltals.ge

advertisement

Cezanne is now offering the wide-spectrum
Paper Packaging Production
for the first time in Georgia!
• All-size Paper cups

• Take-away Boxes

• Kraft Paper Bags

• Shopping Bags

140, Tsereteli Avenue, 0119, Tbilisi. Georgia
Tel.: +995 32 235 70 02, +995 32 235 70 02
www.cezanne-web.com
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PATRON MEMBERS

BP Exploration Georgia
24, S. Tsintsadze St.
Tel: 2593400
www.bpgeorgia.ge

KPMG Georgia LLC
3rd Floor, Besiki Business Center,
4 Besiki St., 0108
Tel: 2935713; Fax: 2982276
www.kpmg.ge

PricewaterhouseCoopers
7 Bambis Rigi St., 0105
Tel: 2508050; Fax: 2508060
www.pwc.com

UGT
17a Chavchavadze Ave., 7th floor
Tel: 2220211; Fax: 2220206
www.ugt.ge

CORPORATE A MEMBERS

AECOM Georgia LLC
34, Chavchavadze Ave.
Tel: 555603200
www.aecom.com
Alliance LLC
135 King Parnavaz St., Batumi
Tel: 591555757
www.alliancegroup.ge
Alliance Group Holding, JSC
47/57 M. Kostava St., 0179
Tel: 2424181; Fax: 2998112
www.agh.ge
Ameriacan Hospital Management
Company (AHMC)
6 U. Chkheidze St., 0102
Tel: 577007012
www.americanhospitalmanagement.com

American Medical Centers,
Georgia
12 Arakishvili, Tbilisi, 0179
Tel: 557313707
www.amcenters.com
Auto Service Caucasus
5 Shalikashvili St.
Tel: 2208080
www.precisiontune.com
Avon Cosmetics Georgia LLC
117 Tsereteli Ave.
Tel: 2226805; Fax: 2226806
www.avon.com

Betsy’s Hotel / Prosperos Books
32/34 Makashvili St. /
34 Rustaveli Ave.
Tel: 2987624, Fax: 2923592
www.betsyshotel.com

BHP International
Office 305, 3rd Floor,
2 Baratashvili St.
Tel: 2103207
www.bhp-int.com

British American Tobacco
71 Vazha Pshavela Ave.
Tel: 2157500/01/02; Fax: 2157503
www.bat.com

Catoni & Co. Georgia
7 Dzmebi Zubalashvilebi St.
Apt.22/23
Tel: 2989230; Fax: 2922264
www.hapag-lloyd.com

Cushman & Wakefield Veritas Brown
6th floor, Block 10,
71 Vaja-Pshavela Ave.
Tel: 2474849
www.veritasbrown.com

Dechert Georgia LLC
7th floor, Pixel building,
34 Chavchavadze avenue
Tel: 2334719
www.dechert.com

Deloitte
36a, L. Asatiani St., 0105
Tel: 2244566; Fax: 2244569
www.deloitte.ge

Diplomat Georgia
65, Kakheti Highway
Tel: 2984950
www.diplomat.ge

Caucasia Trading
Apt 11, Bld 7, 16 Krtsanisi St.
Tel: 14433050083; Fax:
14433788388
www.caucasiatrading.com

DLA Piper Georgia LP
10 Melikishvili St.
Tel: 2509300; Fax: 2509301
www.dlapiper.com

Caucasus University
77 Kostava St., Bld.6, 4th fl.
Tel: 2377777; Fax: 2313226
www.cu.edu.ge

EY Georgia
44 Kote Abkhazi St.
Tel: 2439375; Fax: 2439376
www.ge.ey.com

CH2M Hill
5th Floor, GMT Plaza,
Freedom Square
Tel: 2474040; Fax: 2470210
www.ch2m.com

F H Bertling Georgia Ltd.
Room 3, 4th Floor,
154 Agmashenebeli Ave.
Tel: 2252287
www.bertling.com

Chemonics International
5, 2nd Blind Alley, Chavchavadze St.
Tel: 2234311; Fax: 2234309
www.chemonics.com

Colliers International
Georgia LLC
37/39 Kostava St.,
Grato Business Center 7th Floor
Tel: 2224477
www.colliers.com

Construction Service LLC
2 Gen. Mazniashvili St., Rustavi
Tel: (599)500559
www.cs.ge
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FINCA Bank Georgia
71 Vazha-Pshavela Ave. 3rd fl.
Tel: 2244949
www.finca.ge

Frontera Resources Georgia
12 Paliashvili St.
Tel: 2252412
www.fronteraresources.com

Georgian American Alloys, Inc.
200 S Biscayne Blvd Suite 5500,
Miami FL 33131 USA
Tel: (1)3053757560
www.gaalloys.com

Georgian American University
8 Aleksidze St.
Tel: 2206520; Fax: 2206519
www.gau.ge

Georgian Logistic Group Ltd.
12 G. Kuchishvili St., 0179
Tel: 2422424
www.glg.ge

GMS Ltd.
Digomi District, Area 25, 0159
Tel: 2644101
www.gmsgroup.ge

GMT Group
4 Freedom Square
Tel: 2988988; Fax: 2988910
www.gmt.ge

Gosselin Moving Georgia
3 M/D, Didi Digomi
Tel: 2596601/02/03; Fax: 2596600
www.moving.gosselingroup.eu

Grant Thornton LLC
61 D. Aghmashenebeli Ave.
Tel: 2604406
www.grantthornton.ge

Greco Group
1 Nutsubidze St.
Tel: 2393138; Fax: 2311107
www.greco.ge

GT Group
48 B. Cholokashvili St.
Tel: 2740740
www.gtgroup.ge

GULF Georgia
by Sun Petrolium Georgia LLC
Pixel Business Center,
34 Chavchavadze Ave.
Tel/Fax: 2496444
www.gulf.ge

Hilton Batumi
13 Takaishvili St., Batumi
Tel: 292092
www.hilton.com

Iberia Refreshments, JSC
Tetri Khevi Hesi District, Orkhevi
Tel: 2241091; Fax: 2241090
www.pepsi.ge

IG Development Georgia Ltd.
47/57 Kostava St.
Tel: 2987589
www.igdevelopment.ge

PepsiCo Wimm-Bill-Dann
Village Ponichala, Tbilisi 0165
Tel: 2475290
www.wbd.ru

IMSS Ltd.
10a Bakhtrioni St.
Tel: 2920928
www.imss.ge

Philip Morris
1 Tabidze St.
Tel: 2439001; Fax: 2439005
www.philipmorrisinternational.com

Kavkaz Cement JSC
29 Andronikashvili St., 0189
Tel: 2619090
www.kavkazcement.ge

ProCredit Bank
154 Agmashenebeli Ave.
Tel: 2202222; Fax: 2202222-2226
www.procreditbank.ge

Maersk Georgia LLC
6 Khetagurov St.
Tel: 2200800; Fax: 2200815
www.maerskline.com

TMC Global Professional
Services
6001 Indian School Road NE, Suite
190, Albuquerque, NM 87110, USA
Tel: (1 505) 8723146
www.tmcservices.com

Basel LLC
49 Krtsanisi St.
Tel: 2550110
www.krtsanisi.com

Basis Bank JSC
1 Ketevan Tsamebuli Ave.
Tel: 2922922; Fax: 2986548
www.basisbank.ge

West Invest Ltd.
13a Lortkipanidze St.
Tel: 2997275
www.west-invest.ge

CORPORATE B MEMBERS

Batumi International Container
Terminal
11, Baku Street, 6010, Batumi
Tel: 422 276452
www.bict.ge

Radisson BLU Iveria Hotel
1 Rose Revolution Sq.
Tel: 2402200; Fax: 2402201
www.radissonblu.com

Action Global Communications
Georgia (Action Georgia)
App. 3, 84a Paliashvili St., 0165
Tel: 2220426
www.actionprgroup.com

Ronny’s Ltd.
3 Apt., 3 Vazha-Pshavela Ave.
Tel: 2472472
www.ronnyspizza.com

Adjara Group Hospitality
1, 26 May Sq., 0179
Tel: 2300099
www.adjaragroup.com

Meridian Express
15-17 Ketevan Tsamebuli Ave.0103
Tel: 2745188
www.ups.com

Savaneti 99 Ltd.
Vilage Savaneti, Bolnisi Region
Tel: 2605599

Air Astana Airlines JSC
5th Floor, Pixel Business Center,
34 Chavchavadze Ave.
Tel: 2514999
www.airastana.com

BLB (Business Legal Bureau)
1 Shevchenko St, Apt.1
Tel: 2995797
www.blb.ge

Microsoft Georgia LLC
34 Chavchavadze Ave.
Tel: 2970123
www.microsoft.com

SEAF Management LLC
7, Niko Nikoladze St. II Floor.
Tel: 2998115; Fax: 2923533
www.seaf.ge

Aliance Georgia Ltd
33 Samurzakano St.
Tel: 2243773
www.groupaliance.com

BLC Law Office
4 Gudiashvili Sq.
Tel: 2922491; Fax: 2934526
www.blc.ge

M & M - Militzer & Munch
Georgien, FedEx GSP
39 Ketevan Tsamebuli Ave.
Tel: 2748240, 2748941
www.fedex.com/ge

Sheraton Metechi Palace Hotel
20 Telavi St.
Tel: 2772020; Fax: 2772120
www.sheraton.com/tbilisi

Aversi Pharma
148/2 Aghmashenebeli Ave.
Tel: 2987860
www.aversi.ge

BMC Gorgia
140 Tsereteli Ave.
Tel: 2960960
www.gorgia.ge

ModernRoofing Ltd.
118 Tsereteli Ave.
Tel: 2356611
www.modernroofing.ge

SICPA Security Solutions
Georgia
79 Chargali St., 0178
Tel: 2434580
www.sicpa.com

Baker Tilly Georgia Ltd.
Meidan Palace, 44 Kote Abkhazi St.
Tel: 2505353; Fax: 2505353
www.bakertillyinternational.com

Capital Bank
1 Vertskhli St.
Tel: 2428888
www.capitalbank.ge

Oracle
Ayazağa Mevkii Meydan Sok.
Spring Giz Plaza Kat:11
Maslak, Istsnbul, Turkey
Tel: 577500151
www.oracle.com

T&K Restaurants (McDonald’s
Georgia)
1 Dzmebi Kakabadze St.
Tel: 2921246; Fax: 2251422
www.mcdonalds.ge

Bank of Georgia
3 Pushkin St.
Tel: 2444134; Fax: 2983269
www.bog.com.ge

CaspiGroup Ltd.
29 Bochorma St.
Tel: 2550818
www.caspigroup.com

Orient Logic Ltd.
8 Beliashvili St.
Tel: 2541818
www.orient-logic.ge

TBC Group
7 Marjanishvili St.
Tel: 2272727; Fax: 2228503
www.tbc.com.ge

Bank Republic
2 Gr. Abashidze St.
Tel: 2925555; Fax: 2925544
www.republic.ge

Caucasus Online LLC
71 Vazha-Pshavela Ave.
Tel: 2480048; Fax: 2480048
www.caucasus.net

Marriott Hotels, Resorts & Suites
13 Rustaveli Ave.
Tel: 2779200; Fax: 2779210
www.marriott.com

BDO LLC
2 Tarkhnishvili Str.
Vere Business Centre, 0179
Tel: 2545845; Fax: 2399204
www.bdo.ge

BGI Advisory Services Georgia
18 Rustaveli Ave., II floor
Tel: 2997292; Fax: 2996615
www.bgi.ge
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Channel Energy (Poti) Limited
Georgia LLC, By Petrocas Energy
Group
52, David Agmashenebeli St., Poti
Tel: (995493) 2-7-08-60
www.petrocasenergy.com
Château Mukhrani, J.S.C.
Sangebro St.
Tel: 2201878; Fax: 2201878;
www.mukhrani.com
Citi & Co.
4 Besiki St.
Tel: 2920921
Continent Cron Palace
Hotel Tbilisi
1 Kheivani St., 12/13
Tel: 2242321
www.cronpalace.com
Crowne Plaza Borjomi
Baratashvili Str. 9, 1200 Borjomi
Tel: 995 367 220260
www.cpborjomi.com
Crystal, MFO JSC
72 Tamar Mepe St. Kutaisi, 4600
Tel: 431253343
www.crystal.ge
Duty Free Georgia
3rd floor, 4 Besiki St.,
Besiki Business Center
Tel: 2430150
www.dfg.ge

GeoEngineering LLC
15a Tamarashvili St.
Tel: 2311788; Fax: 2311787
www.geoengineering.ge

Gloria LLC
3 Gorgasali St., 0105
Tel: 2000245
www.tiflispalace.ge

Geomill LLC
4, Chirnakhuli St.
Tel: 2400000
www.geomill.ge

GM Capital LLC
2 Tarkhnishvili St., 0179
Tel: 2912626
www.gmcapital.ge

Georgian Airways
12 Rustaveli Ave.
Tel: 2999730; Fax: 2999660
www.georgian-airways.com

Georgian Beer Company
3311 Saguramo, Mtskheta District
Tel: 2437770
www.geobeer.ge

Georgian Express
105, Tsereteli Avenue, 0119
Tel: 2696060
www.dhl.com

Georgian Hospitality Group
22 Peritsvaleba St., 0103
Tel: 2987789
www.ghg.ge

Georgian Industrial Group LLC
GIG Plaza, 14 Gazapkhuli St., 0177
Tel: 2210187
www.gig.ge

Gvinadze & Partners LLC
44 Kote Abkhazi St, 0105
Tel: 2438970, Fax: 2438971
www.gvinadzeandpartners.ge

HeidelbergCement Georgia
18 Lermontov St.
Tel: 2474747
www.heidelbergcement.ge

Herbalife
Bld. 4a Tamarashvili St., 0162
Tel: 2202929
www.herbalife.com

Hotels And Preference Hualing
Tbilisi
Hualing Tbilisi Sea New City, 0152
Tel: 2505025
www.hotelspreference.ge

International Black Sea
University
David Agmashenebeli Alley 13 km,
2, 0131
Tel: 2595005
www.ibsu.edu.ge

JTI Caucasus
VII Floor, Pixel Business Center,
34 Chavchavadze Ave.
Tel: 2604111
www.jti.com

Kordzahia, Jgenti Law Firm
10 Petriashvili St.
Tel: 2921878
www.kjlaw.ge

Leavingstone
12a Al. Kazbegi Ave.
Tel: 2105103
www.leavingstone.com

Legal Partners Associated LLC
Office #203, Besiki Business Center,
4 Besiki St. 0108
Tel: 2200203; Fax: 2250458
www.lpa.ge

Liberty Bank JSC
74 Chavchavadze Ave.
Tel: 2555500; Fax: 2912269
www.libertybank.ge

Hualing International Special
Economic Zone
25 Apt. 34/36 Kobuleti St.
Tel: 591005900
www.hualing.cn

LSG Ltd. (Taxi Prius)
42, G. Brtskinvale St.
Tel: 2131515
www.lemondo.com

Georgian Integrated Systems
(GiS)
Office 1, 85 Abashidze St., 0163
Tel: 2243724
www.gis.ge

Hydrolea LLC
11 A. Apakidze St.
Tel: 790420015
www.hydrolea.com

Luca Polare
54 Oniashvili St.
Tel: 2990399
www.lucapolare.com

Gebrüder Weiss LLC
Airport Adjacent Territory,
Kakheti Hwy
Tel: 2710011
www.gw-world.com

Georgian Resources Company
3-5 Kazbegi St.
Tel: 2936676
www.georgianresources.com

ICS Ltd. TNT Agent in Georgia
25 Agmashenebeli Ave.
Tel: 2910220
www.tnt.ge

Mercure Tbilisi Old Town
9 Gorgasali St., Old Tbilisi, 0105
Tel: 2006060
www.mercure.com

GeoCapital Microfinance
Organization Ltd.
5 Tsereteli St, Kutaisi
Tel: 431 267070
www.geocapital.ge

Geo Steel LLC
36 Davit Gareji St., Rustavi, 3700
Tel: 2243794
www.geosteel.com.ge

IGroup
197/24g Kazbegi Ave.
Tel: 2308483
www.igroupgeorgia.com

Mgaloblishvili Kipiani Dzidziguri
(MKD)
Office 24, 71 Vazha-Pshavela Ave.
Tel: 2553880
www.mkd.ge

Geocell
3 Gotua St.
Tel: 2770100, ext. 7435;
Fax: 2770119
www.geocell.ge

Globalink Logistics Group
14-A Shartava St, 2nd fl, Suite 7
Tel: 2253262; Fax: 2439002
www.globalinkllc.com

Efes Brewery in Georgia Lomisi JSC
Village Natakhtari, Mtskhta Region
Tel: 2357225
www.natakhtari.ge
EVEX Medical Corporation
40 Vazha-Pshavela Ave.
Tel: 2550505
www.evex.ge
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ILF Beratende Ingenieure ZT
GmbH Branch in Georgia
15 Tamar Mepe Ave.
Tel: 2199453
www.ilf.com

Mina JSC
4 Besiki St.
Tel: 2449981/82/83; Fax: 2449980
www.mina.com.ge

Mira Hotels Ltd.
Brose Street Turn,Old Tbilisi
Tel: 2242244/55/88
www.riverside.ge

National Center for Dispute
Resolution
4/7 Rustaveli St., Rustavi
Tel: 2193406
www.ncdr.ge

NCC Ltd.
9, Erekle II turn
Tel: 2725088
www.ensisi.ge

Noblet Media
7, Khorava St.
Tel:w 2396300
www.nobletmedia.com

Nodia, Urumashvili & Parnters
Office #28, IV Block,
71 Vazha-Pshavela Ave.
Tel: 2207407
www.nplaw.ge

Nutrimax Ltd.
68a Rustavi Highway, 0165
Tel: 2305335
www.nutrimax.ge

Overall Management Group
(OMG) Inc.
29 Marjanishvili St.
Tel: 2436052; Fax: 2436052

Paine Stevens LLC
1 Ivane Javakhishvili Sqr.
Tel: 2903211, Fax: 2903291
www.painestevens.com

PASHA Bank Georgia JSC
15, Shota Rustaveli Ave.
Tel: 2265000
www.pashabank.ge

Policy and Management
Consulting Group (PMCG)
61 Aghmashenebeli Ave, 4th floor
Tel: 2921171
www.pmcg.ge

Poti Free Industrial Zone
Pixel Building, 4th floor,
34 Chavchavadze Ave.
Tel: 2485485
www.potifreezone.ge

Primera Golf & Residence
36, Khetagurovi St., 0102
Tel: 2200036

Publicis Ltd.
17 V. Jorbenadze St.
Tel: 2745672; Fax: 2745671
www.publicis.ge

Qebuli Climate
101, Tsereteli Ave.
Tel: 2356201
www.qebuli.ge

Rakeen Development LLC
Pixel Business Center,
34 Chavchavadze Ave.
Tel: 2933393; Fax: 2933993
www.rakeen.ge

Resolution Insurance Brokers,
Georgia LLC
61, Gorgasali St.
Tel: 2936305
www.rib.ge

Rixos Hotel Borjomi
16 Meskheti St., Borjomi
Tel: 2292292
http://borjomi.rixos.com

Rooms Hotel
14 Merab Kostava St.
Tel: 2020099, 2730099
www.roomshotels.com

RSM Georgia LLC
67, Aghmashenebeli Ave.
Tel: 2558899
www.rsm.ge

Rustavi Azot Ltd.
2 Mshvidoba St. Rustavi-3702
Tel: 995341270900
www.azot.ge

Rustavi Steel LLC
12 Y. Gagarin St., 3700 Rustavi
Tel/Fax: 260 66 99
www.rmp.ge

Silknet Ltd.
95 Tsinamdzgvrishvili St.
Tel: 2910345;
www.silknet.com

Alliance for Progressive
Healthcare
27/29 Chavchavadze Ave., 0179
Tel: 2242413

SRG Investments LLC
49a Chavchavadze Ave, 3rd floor
Tel: 2253581
www.silkroad.ge
Tbilisi View
4a, Freedom Sq.
Tel: 2999980
www.tbilisiview.ge

American Friends of Georgia
77 Nutsubidze St.
Tel: 2397174; Fax: 2388495
www.afgeorgia.org

CARE International in the
Caucasus
37 Tsagareli St., 0162
Tel: 2291941
www.care-caucasus.org.ge

TBC Leasing JSC
8 Bulachauri St., 0161
Tel: 2272727
www.tbcleasing.ge

Europe Foundation
3 Kavsadze Str.
Tel: 2253942; Fax 2252763 (ext. 112)
www.epfound.org

Terabank JSC
3 Ketevan Tsamebuli Ave.
Tel: 2507700
www.terabank.ge
Terrace Hotel & Restaurant
7 Polikarpe Kakabadze St.
Tel: 2999001
www.theterracetbilisi.com
Theco Ltd.
16 Chikovani St.
Tel: 592107515
www.tbilisia.ru

Free University of Tbilisi
140 David Agmashenebeli Alley
Tel: 2200901
www.freeuni.edu.ge

Georgian Wine Association
12 Mtatsminda St.
Tel: 2505457

Good Governance Initiative
Pixel Center, 8th Floor, 34,
Chavchavadze Ave.
Tel: 2243111
www.ggi.ge

University of Georgia
77a Kostava St.
Tel: 2552222
www.ug.edu.ge

QSI International School of
Georgia
Village Zurgovani, Tbilisi
Tel: 2537670; Fax: 2322607
www.qsi.org

VD Capital
77 Kostava St., 0175
Tel: 2363672; Fax: 2364302
Vinotel (“Aigvinissakhli”) LLC
4 Elene Akhvlediani Ascent
Tel: 2555888
www.vinotel.ge
Wings and Freeman Capital
Green Building, 6, Marjanishvili St.
Tel: 2940051; Fax: 2940053
www.wfcapital.ge
Wissol Georgia
74b Chavchavadze Ave.
Tel: 2915315; Fax: 2915615
www.wissol.ge

Sakcable JSC
Suite 414, 19 Gamrekeli St.
Tel: 2221418
www.sakcable.ge

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

Shota@Rustaveli Boutique Hotel
1 Shevchenko St., 0108
Tel: 2317089
www.theshota.com

Agricultural University of
Georgia
140 David Aghmashenebeli Alley
Tel: 2594901
www.agruni.edu.ge

Salvation Army
16 Ikalto St.
Tel: 2333786; Fax: 2330227
www.salvationarmy.org

San Diego State University Georgia
3 Chavchavadze Ave.
Tel: 2290820
www.sdsu.edu

Transparency International
Georgia
61 Agmashenebeli Ave. 0102
Tel: 2932129
www.transparency.ge

Women Wellness Care Alliance
HERA
67 S. Meskhi St., Kutaisi 4600
Tel: 599257172
www.georgiarace.com
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AmCham Back-toBusiness Cocktail
Reception at
Holiday Inn
On September 16,
AmCham Georgia hosted
a Back-to-Business Cocktail
Reception for AmCham
members at the Holiday
Inn.
AmCham President Sarah
Williamson informed
guests about AmCham’s
upcoming events and gave
a short overview of the
USAID/G4G sponsored Tax
Project that the Chamber is
implementing. More than
100 guests attended the
reception.
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AmCham Cocktail
Hour at The
Terrace Hotel and
Restaurant
On July 29, AmCham
Georgia hosted
an Appreciation
Cocktail Reception
for the AmCham 2016
Picnic Sponsors at
The Terrace Hotel &
Restaurant.
AmCham VicePresident Michael
Cowgill greeted the
guests and thanked
The Terrace Hotel for
hosting the reception.
He also thanked
the sponsors of the
U.S. Independence
Day Picnic for their
support.
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Board Of Directors 2016

Sarah Williamson
PRESIDENT

R. Michael Cowgill

Irakli Baidashvili

First Vice-President

Vice-President & Treasurer

Esben Emborg

Lasha Gogiberidze

Director

AmCham Executive Director
George Welton
Copy Editor
Alexander Melin
Marketing & Promotion
Saba Gvetadze and Salome Tkeshelashvili
Promotional Design
Levan Baratashvili
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Giorgi Megrelishvili
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LOCAL FOCUS
GLOBAL REACH
DLA Piper is a global law firm with lawyers located in more than 30 countries.
We bring both international insight and best practice combined with local understanding and know-how.
This combination allows us to understand our clients’ businesses and provide them with
the best legal advisory services.
From start-ups to multi-nationals, we help businesses achieve success regionally, nationally and internationally.
Otar Kipshidze, Office Managing Partner (otar.kipshidze@dlapiper.com)
Avto Svanidze, Partner (avto.svanidze@dlapiper.com) | Ted Jonas, Of Counsel (ted.jonas@dlapiper.com)
DLA Piper Georgia LP, 10, Melikishvili Street, Tbilisi 0179, Georgia | T +(995)32 2509 300 | F +(995)32 2509 301
DLA Piper is a global law firm operating through various separate and distinct legal entities.
A list of offices and regulatory information can be found at www.dlapiper.com
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